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ABSTRACT
Recently, we introduced PLanetary Atmospheric Tool for Observer Noobs (PLATON), a Python pack-
age that calculates model transmission spectra for exoplanets and retrieves atmospheric characteristics
based on observed spectra. We now expand its capabilities to include the ability to compute secondary
eclipse depths. We have also added the option to calculate models using the correlated-k method for
radiative transfer, which improves accuracy without sacrificing speed. Additionally, we update the
opacities in PLATON–many of which were generated using old or proprietary line lists–using the most
recent and complete public line lists. These opacities are made available at R=1000 and R=10,000
over the 0.3−−30 µm range, and at R=375,000 in select near IR bands, making it possible to utilize
PLATON for ground-based high resolution cross correlation studies. To demonstrate PLATON’s new ca-
pabilities, we perform a retrieval on published HST and Spitzer transmission and emission spectra of
the archetypal hot Jupiter HD 189733b. This is the first joint transit and secondary eclipse retrieval
for this planet in the literature, as well as the most comprehensive set of both transit and eclipse
data assembled for a retrieval to date. We find that these high signal-to-noise data are well-matched
by atmosphere models with a C/O ratio of 0.66+0.05−0.09 and a metallicity of 12
+8
−5 times solar where the
terminator is dominated by extended nanometer-sized haze particles at optical wavelengths. These
are among the smallest uncertainties reported to date for an exoplanet, demonstrating both the power
and the limitations of HST and Spitzer exoplanet observations.
1. INTRODUCTION
The emission spectra of exoplanets provide unique in-
sights into their atmospheric properties (e.g., Madhusud-
han 2018). By measuring the difference between the in-
eclipse and out-of-eclipse flux when the planet passes be-
hind the star (‘secondary eclipse’), one can measure the
flux emitted by the planet as a function of wavelength.
Secondary eclipse observations probe the compositions
and temperature-pressure profiles of their dayside atmo-
spheres. This technique was used to derive the first at-
mospheric composition measurement for a Neptune-mass
planet (GJ 436b; Stevenson et al. 2010), the first defini-
tive detection of a thermal inversion in the atmosphere
of an ultra-hot Jupiter (Haynes et al. 2015), and dayside
water abundance measurements for several hot Jupiters
(e.g. Kreidberg et al. 2014; Line et al. 2016; Pinhas et al.
2019). Emission spectroscopy at high spectral resolu-
tion (R > 20, 000) has led to the detection of CO, H2O,
and HCN in exoplanet atmospheres (i.e. Snellen et al.
2010; Birkby 2018), including in non-transiting planets
like 51 Pegasi b (Brogi et al. 2013). By measuring the
atmospheric compositions of these planets, we can ob-
tain new insights into present-day atmospheric processes
such as disequilibrium chemistry (e.g., Moses et al. 2013),
as well as their past formation and migration histories
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(e.g., Öberg et al. 2011; Madhusudhan et al. 2014; Ali-
Dib 2017; Cridland et al. 2019; Booth & Ilee 2019).
Ideally, we would extract atmospheric parameters from
observed emission spectra using a Bayesian retrieval
code. However, there is an overall lack of open source
retrieval codes that can handle emission spectra. A simi-
lar lack of retrieval codes for transit spectra motivated us
to write PLATON (Zhang et al. 2019), a fast, open source,
easy to use, and easy to understand forward modeling
and retrieval code that traces its lineage back to Exo-
Transmit (Kempton et al. 2017). PLATON has since
been used in several papers: a few exploring the atmo-
spheric properties of observed planets (Chachan et al.
2019; Kirk et al. 2019; Guo et al. 2020), and one demon-
strating the possibility of using K-means clustering to
speed up retrievals by 40% (Hayes et al. 2020). In the
latter study, the speed of PLATON was especially useful
due to the necessity of running many retrievals. We now
expand PLATON’s capabilities to include thermal emis-
sion and compare the resulting models and atmospheric
retrievals to that of another retrieval code in order to
validate this new functionality.
We utilize the open source TauREx code (Waldmann
et al. 2015; Al-Refaie et al. 2019), which has been used
in multiple published studies (i.e. Komacek et al. 2019;
Shulyak et al. 2019), for this comparison. Specially, we
compare to TauREx 3, the latest release. PLATON and
TauREx were developed independently of each other,
and there are several key differences between their func-
tionalities. TauREx is a sophisticated code which sup-
ports free retrieval of chemical abundances in addition to
equilibrium chemistry retrievals. PLATON requires users
to define their own priors and only allows for retrievals
using equilibrium chemistry, with atmospheric metallic-
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ity and C/O ratio as free parameters. When calculating
this equilibrium chemistry, PLATON uses GGchem, which
can account for losses due to condensation (Woitke et al.
2018), whereas TauREx assumes that everything stays
in the gas phase. PLATON also uses opacities generated
from the latest line lists for water (Polyansky et al. 2018),
methane (Rey et al. 2017), and ammonia (Coles et al.
2019), which are significantly more complete and accu-
rate than the line lists that were available at the time
TauREx was released.
The two codes also differ in their treatment of
aerosols. Both support Rayleigh scattering, although
PLATON also supports Rayleigh-like scattering by allow-
ing for a variable scattering strength and slope (σ(λ) =
AσRayleigh(λ)(1µm/λ)
s). Both also support Mie scatter-
ing, but with different parameterizations. TauREx has
three ways of approximating Mie opacity: a gray opac-
ity, the parameterization of Lee et al. (2013) (Qext =
5
Q0x−4+x0.2
), and an analytical calculation of the Mie
opacity of spherical particles with a size distribution
given by Equation 36 or Equation 37 of Sharp & Burrows
(2007). PLATON analytically calculates the Mie opacity of
spherical particles with a lognormal size distribution, as
explained in Zhang et al. (2019). In this study we ex-
plore the impact of these differences on our models using
the benchmark hot Jupiter HD 189733b (Bouchy et al.
2005) as our test case.
Aside from TauREx, other open source retrieval codes
include the recently released Helios-r2 (Kitzmann et al.
2020) and the Bayesian Atmospheric Radiative Transfer
(BART) code (Blecic 2016; Blecic et al. 2017). Helios-
r2 is primarily intended for brown dwarfs and supports
both free retrievals and gas-only equilibrium retrievals
without clouds. It does not use a parameterized T/P
profile, but retrieves the temperatures of individual lay-
ers in the atmosphere, with constraints on how much the
temperature can vary from layer to layer. This approach
is suitable for the high signal-to-noise regime of brown
dwarfs, but not ideal for exoplanets.
BART is partially described in one subsection of a dis-
sertation (Blecic 2016) and one subsection of a paper
(Blecic et al. 2017), but has not been described in detail
in a peer reviewed paper. BART uses a custom MCMC
code, MC3, to perform retrievals using either free abun-
dances or gas-only equilibrium chemistry, the latter of
which is computed by TEA (Blecic et al. 2016). It sup-
ports two T/P profile parameterizations: Madhusudhan
& Seager (2009) and Guillot (2010). However, BART
does not provide opacity data, and the opacity calcu-
lator it provides does not support ExoMol line lists. In
addition, TEA is slow, taking 2-3 s of CPU time per tem-
perature/pressure point, and has convergence problems
below 400 K (Woitke et al. 2018).
Last in our roundup of retrieval codes is petitRAD-
TRANS, a forward modelling code that does not sup-
port retrievals, but is fast enough to be wrapped in
a Bayesian retrieval framework (Mollière et al. 2019).
Mollière et al. (2019) benchmark against PLATON and
find that although PLATON is much faster overall,
the two codes are comparable in speed for the same
number of wavelength points. petitRADTRANS only
supports free abundances, and uses either correlated-
k (R=1000) or line-by-line (R=106) radiative transfer,
with a T/P profile parameterization that is a variant of
Guillot (2010). To our knowledge, PLATON is unique
among open source retrieval codes in supporting equi-
librium condensation in a Bayesian retrieval framework,
and our opacities are based on the most up-to-date line
lists.
We utilize PLATON to carry out the first joint retrieval
on published emission and transmission spectroscopy for
this planet, resulting in improved constraints on its at-
mospheric composition. PLATON is also capable of calcu-
lating transit and eclipse spectra at R=375,000, and we
compare our model to published high-resolution (R ∼
100, 000) CRIRES emission spectroscopy for this planet
to search for previously reported signatures of H2O, CO,
and HCN (de Kok et al. 2013; Birkby et al. 2013; Brogi
et al. 2016; Cabot et al. 2019).
In Section 2, we describe the emission spectrum and
secondary eclipse depth calculator. Section 3 describes
the opacity update, while Section 4 describes other new
features and improvements in PLATON, including the new
correlated-k capability, as well as optional model pa-
rameters including a chemical quench pressure and a
HST/WFC3 offset. In Section 5, we perform a joint re-
trieval of the transit and eclipse spectra of HD 189733b
to infer its atmospheric properties and confirm published
molecular detections from high resolution spectroscopy.
We summarize our conclusions in Section 6.
2. EMISSION SPECTRUM AND SECONDARY ECLIPSE
DEPTH CALCULATOR
2.1. Algorithm
Our emission spectrum and secondary eclipse depth
calculator utilizes much of the same code as the tran-
sit depth calculator presented in our first paper (Zhang
et al. 2019). Given a planetary mass, radius, metallicity,
C/O ratio, and temperature-pressure profile, we compute
equilibrium molecular abundances for 250 pressures uni-
formly distributed in log(P). We then solve the hydro-
static equation to determine the height corresponding
to each pressure. With molecular abundances, temper-
atures, and pressures as a function of height, we next
calculate the emergent flux as follows:
Fpλ = 2π
∫ ∞
0
∫ 1
0
Bλ(τλ)e
−τλ/µdµdτλ (1)
where Bλ(τλ) is the Planck function at an optical depth
of τλ, and µ is the cosine of the viewing angle with respect
to the vertical. Here, we are making the assumption
that the source function is the Planck function, which
in turn requires that scattering contributes negligibly to
the emission. Adding scattering as an emission source
would make the problem much more complex because
it would be non-local: the source function at a certain
location would depend on scattered photons from other
locations.
Directly integrating Equation 1 would require evalu-
ating the integrand hundreds of millions of times–once
for every combination of wavelength, τλ, and µ. We in-
stead rewrite the double integral as a single integral with
a special function:
3
Fpλ = 2π
∫ ∞
0
Bλ(τλ)E2(τλ)dτλ (2)
where E2 is the exponential integral, defined as:
E2(x) =
∫ ∞
1
e−xt
t2
dt (3)
The exponential integral is a special function defined
by scipy, eliminating the need to perform integrals to
evaluate it. It is also continuous, infinitely differentiable,
and approaches 1 as x→ 0 and 0 as x→∞. These prop-
erties mean that E2 poses no problems for numerical inte-
gration. To further speed up the code, we evaluate E2(x)
on a logarithmic grid spanning x = 10−6 to x = 102 dur-
ing initialization of the eclipse depth calculator, and in-
terpolate from this grid thereafter. The interpolation is
accurate to 2×10−5, and is therefore a negligible source of
error. The more common approach to integrating Equa-
tion 1, adopted by TauREx and HELIOS-r2, is to use
Gaussian quadrature. Compared to our approach, Gaus-
sian quadrature is 4 times slower and introduces errors
of ∼0.08% for the test planet in Subsection 2.4 when 4
points are used. This error is utterly negligible compared
to the other sources of error we explore in Subsection 2.4.
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Fig. 1.— Fractional error introduced by using Gaussian quadra-
ture with 4 points instead of E2, for the test planet in Subsection
2.4.
To derive a monochromatic eclipse depth from the
emergent flux, we multiply by the square of the planet-
to-star radius ratio and divide by the stellar emergent
flux:
Dλ =
(
Rpλ
Rs
)2
Fpλ
Fsλ
(4)
The stellar spectrum is calculated the same way as in
Zhang et al. (2019), namely by interpolating the BT-Settl
(AGSS2009) stellar spectral grid (Allard et al. 2012), as
provided by the Spanish Virtual Observatory6. Here, the
6 http://svo2.cab.inta-csic.es/theory/newov2/index.php
wavelength-dependent planet radius Rpλ is defined as the
radius at which the radial optical depth reaches one, as-
suming that the limb has the same temperature-pressure
profile as the dayside. (This is not to be confused with
the white light planet radius the users pass into PLATON,
which is the radius at a pressure of 1 bar.) This ap-
proach differs from those of previous studies (i.e. Wald-
mann et al. 2015), which typically fix the radius to the
value measured from the optical or near-infrared transit
depth. This is larger than the effective planet size for
emission spectroscopy, as starlight transmitted through
the planet’s limb should reach an optical depth of one at
lower pressures than for direct emission. Our approach,
although an improvement, is still only an approximation.
The planetary limb is usually colder than the day side,
and even if it were not, Equation 4 is only strictly true
if the atmospheric scale height is a negligible fraction of
the planetary radius. These inaccuracies are expected to
cause errors on the order of 1% for hot Jupiters, since
the scale height of a hot Jupiter is of order 1% of the ra-
dius. For further discussion of the difficulty in choosing
a photospheric radius and the error this introduces, we
refer the reader to Fortney et al. (2019).
When fitting observational data, we typically want
band-integrated fluxes and secondary eclipse depths.
The band-integrated flux is equal to the number of pho-
tons emitted from the planet within the band, and the
secondary eclipse depth is that value divided by the num-
ber of photons emitted from the star within the band.
The eclipse depth for the band λ1–λ2 is then:
D =
∫ λ2
λ1
R2pλFpλλdλ∫ λ2
λ1
R2sFsλλdλ
(5)
We utilize Equation 5 when the user defines custom
wavelength bins. Otherwise, we compute monochromatic
fluxes and secondary eclipse depths at full spectral reso-
lution (R=1000) using Equation 4.
2.2. Temperature-pressure profile
The temperature-pressure profile is a crucial compo-
nent of any atmospheric emission model. This profile
determines whether molecular features will be seen in
absorption or emission and their relative strengths. Al-
though it is possible to predict the T/P profile theo-
retically using energy balance arguments, such a self-
consistent calculation is computationally expensive. This
is because the radiative intensity, opacity, chemical abun-
dance, and temperature at each pressure level all depend
on one another, requiring an iterative procedure to solve
for all components simultaneously. These iterative pro-
cedures are too slow for our purposes here. We instead
forgo self-consistency and retrieve a parameterized T/P
profile along with the atmospheric composition. We sup-
port three parametric forms for the T/P profile, listed in
order of increasing complexity: isothermal, Line et al.
(2013), and Madhusudhan & Seager (2009).
2.2.1. Isothermal
An isothermal profile always gives a blackbody plan-
etary spectrum. This can be derived theoretically from
Equation 1, and is also shown numerically in Figure 2.
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2.2.2. Line et al. (2013)
This physically motivated parameterization was in-
vented by Guillot (2010) to shed light on exoplanet atmo-
spheres, and then subsequently extended by Line et al.
(2013). Guillot (2010) used the two-stream approxima-
tion with radiation partitioned into two distinct wave-
length channels: thermal and visible. Starlight is con-
sidered purely visible, while planetary emission is con-
sidered purely thermal. The planetary atmosphere is as-
sumed to have a single opacity κth that applies to thermal
radiation everywhere, and a single opacity κv that applies
to visible radiation everywhere. Under these simplifying
assumptions, the averaged dayside T/P profile can be
derived analytically:
τ =
κthP
g
(6)
m(γ) ≡ 1 + 1
γ
[1 + (
γτ
2
− 1)e−γτ ] + γ(1− τ
2
2
)E2(γτ)]
(7)
T 4 =
3
4
T 4int(
2
3
+ τ) +
1
2
T 4eqm(γ) (8)
where T is the temperature at a certain height in the
atmosphere, τ is the optical depth of thermal radiation
from the top of the atmosphere corresponding to that
height, γ ≡ κv/κth, Teq ≡ T∗
√
R∗
2a is the equilibrium
temperature assuming zero albedo, E2 is the exponential
integral with n=2, and Tint is a temperature reflecting
the amount of internal heat.
Line et al. (2013) introduce an albedo into this for-
mulation, so that the equilibrium temperature is now
Teq ≡ βT∗
√
R∗
2a . They also introduce a second visible
channel with its own opacity to allow for temperature
inversions, so that the temperature is now:
T 4 =
3
4
T 4int(
2
3
+ τ) + (1− α)η(γ1) + αη(γ2) (9)
where γ1 ≡ κv1/κth, γ2 ≡ κv2/κth, and α partitions the
visible radiation between the two channels. Unlike Line
et al. (2013), we impose the constraint that α <= 0.5:
that is, the second visible stream is by definition the
minor one. Without this constraint, the two streams are
interchangeable.
In total, this parameterization has six free parameters:
κth, γ1, γ2, α, β, and Tint. Following Line et al. (2013),
we recommend fixing Tint to 100 K in most cases because
internal heat usually contributes negligibly to the short-
period transiting planets that are most amenable to at-
mospheric characterization using the secondary eclipse
technique. Exceptions to this rule may include eccen-
tric planets, planets whose cooling is delayed, or planets
whose radii are inflated.
2.2.3. Madhusudhan & Seager (2009)
Madhusudhan & Seager (2009) introduced a purely
empirical T/P profile for exoplanet atmosphere model-
ing, which was designed to be flexible enough to ap-
proximate most published theoretical T/P profiles from
forward models without having an excessive number of
free parameters. This model divides the atmosphere
into three layers: a deep isothermal layer (caused by
the limited interior flux compared to the stellar flux, as
dT/dr ∝ L(r) in a radiative zone where the diffusion ap-
proximation holds), an intermediate layer that can sup-
port a thermal inversion, and an outer layer, intended
to represent the optically thin region. The parametric
profile is agnostic about physical assumptions (e.g. con-
vection, optical depths) that set the temperature and
pressure structure of the atmosphere. The temperatures
of the three layers are then:
Touter = T0 +
ln(P/P0)
2
α21
Tmid = T2 +
ln(P/P2)
2
α22
Tinner = T3
There are six free parameters in this model: T0, P1, α1,
α2, P3, T3. Following Madhusudhan & Seager (2009),
we set P0 to the pressure at the top of the atmosphere,
which for us is 10−4 Pa. T2 and P2 are set by the re-
quirement that temperature must be continuous across
region boundaries:
ln(P2) =
α22(T0 + ln(P1/P0)
2/α2 − T3)− ln(P1)2 + ln(P3)2
2ln(P3/P1)
T2 = T3 −
ln(P3/P2)
2
α22
2.3. Benchmarking, speed advice
One of the goals of PLATON is to be fast. To illus-
trate typical speeds, We benchmark PLATON on a typ-
ical desktop computer to illustrate its performance. The
computer runs Ubuntu 16.04 LTS with a Core i7 7700k
CPU and 16 GB of RAM.
TABLE 1
Benchmarks for desktop computation of emission forward
model
Band λ (µm) Time (ktables/R=1k/R=10k)
All wavelengths 0.3–30 0.26/0.24/4.8 s
WFC3 1.119–1.628 0.029/0.029/0.26 s
Spitzer 3.6 µm 3.2–4.0 0.021/0.021/0.11 s
Spitzer 4.5 µm 4.0–5.0 0.020/0.021/0.11 s
When the forward model is first initialized, PLATON
loads all relevant data files into memory. This takes 0.34
s (1.6 s for R=10,000), but is only done once. Table
1 shows the amount of time taken to compute tran-
sit depths within the most commonly used bands once
PLATON is initialized. The time taken depends lin-
early on the number of wavelength grid points within
the band. Since grid points are spaced uniformly in log-
arithmic space, the number of grid points is proportional
to the ratio between the maximum and minimum wave-
lengths. The time taken also depends approximately lin-
early on the resolution, for the same reason. Because
our correlated k algorithm runs at R=100 with 10 Gaus-
sian quadrature points, it performs the same number of
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radiative transfer computations as the R=1000 opacity
sampling method, explaining the very similar running
times.
It is difficult to give a representative running time for
nested sampling retrievals, because this is highly depen-
dent on the problem at hand. The running time is pro-
portional to the total logarithmic wavelength range, the
number of live points used, and the log of the ratio be-
tween the prior parameter hypervolume and the poste-
rior hypervolume. The hypervolume ratio depends on
the width of the priors, and on the quality of the data:
an exquisite dataset takes longer to retrieve on.
Despite these variations, some rough numbers are pos-
sible. With 1000 live points, generously wide priors,
and the exquisite HD 189733b dataset, dynesty required
400,000 likelihood evaluations for the eclipse-only re-
trieval. A typical retrieval with a lower signal-to-noise
data set and a less conservative prior range would re-
quire fewer likelihood evaluations; using 200 live points
instead of 1000 would cut the number of evaluations by a
factor of 5. Taking 200,000 evaluations as a typical value
for 1000 live points, we see that retrieving on a dataset
of WFC3, Spitzer 3.6 µm, and Spitzer 4.5 µm observa-
tions will take 0.8 hours with 200 live points and R=1000
opacities (or correlated k coefficients); 4 hours with 1000
live points and R=1000 opacities; 5.3 hours with 200 live
points and R=10,000 opacities; and 27 hours with 1000
live points and R=10,000 opacities.
We recommend a staged approach to retrievals. Ex-
ploratory data analysis can be done with R=1000 opac-
ities and 200 live points. In the process, intermittent
spot checks should be performed with R=10,000 opaci-
ties and 200 live points to check the effect of resolution,
and with R=1000 opacities and 1000 live points to check
the effect of sparse sampling. When one is satisfied with
the exploratory data analysis and is ready to finalize the
results, one should run a final retrieval with R=10,000
opacities and 1000 live points. This is the approach we
followed for HD 189733b, although had we stuck with
the low-resolution, sparsely sampled retrieval, none of
our conclusions would have changed.
If these running times are still too slow, there is one
trivial way to speed up the code by a factor of a few: by
going to PLATON DIR/data/Absorption and removing
the absorption files of all molecules that have a negligible
effect on the spectrum, which prevents PLATON from
taking their opacities into account. For a hot Jupiter,
for example, the vast majority of the molecules in PLA-
TON (see Table 4 for a list) are unimportant. One might
reasonably include CO, CO2, CH4, H2O, NH3, H2S, and
HCN in an emission retrieval, but neglect the other 23.
This decreases the R=10k running time for the entire
0.3–30 µm range from 4.8 s to 2.1 s. In the near future,
we will implement an opacity zeroer in PLATON which
implements this functionality without having to touch
the data files.
2.4. Validation
To validate PLATON’s new emission spectroscopy mode,
we test two cases: an isothermal atmosphere and a non-
isothermal atmosphere modelled on that of HD 189733b.
In the case of an isothermal atmosphere, the planetary
flux should be equal to that of a blackbody:
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Fig. 2.— Top: flux computed from the Planck law (blue) and
that computed from numerical integration (orange), which are in-
distinguishable. Bottom: relative differences between the two. We
note that a 0.02% relative difference corresponds to 0.2 ppm on a
planet producing a very large eclipse depth of 0.1%. 0.2 ppm is far
below the noise floor even for JWST.
Fλ = πBλ(T ) (10)
In Figure 2, we compare the relative difference between
the flux computed from Equation 10 and that computed
from Equation 1 as a function of wavelength. The median
percentage difference between the two is 0.6%, and the
difference is always less than 2% across all wavelengths.
The percentage difference can be decreased to below 0.5%
for all wavelengths if the atmosphere is divided into 500
layers instead of 250, but 1-2% accuracy is already much
better than the typical measurement errors for exoplanet
emission spectra.
To validate the non-isothermal atmosphere case, we
compared the output of PLATON to that of TauREx 3
(Al-Refaie et al. 2015). Using both codes, we simulated a
planet meant to represent HD 189733b. This test planet
has the parameters given in Table 2. These parameters
are, respectively, the stellar temperature Ts, stellar ra-
dius Rs, planetary mass Mp, planetary radius Rp, plane-
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tary atmospheric metallicity Z relative to the Sun, plan-
etary C/O ratio, planetary equilibrium temperature Teq,
and the five parameters (β, κth, κv1, κv2, and α) spec-
ifying the T/P profile following the formulation of Line
et al. (2013). Because the chemical equilibrium model
of TauREx does not include condensation, we passed in-
clude condensation=False to PLATON, causing PLATON to
also use a gas-only chemical equilibrium model. TauREx
identifies CO2, NH3, CH4, CO, and H2O as important ac-
tive gases and excludes the rest; we therefore zero out the
abundances of all other active gases in PLATON for the
purposes of this test. In addition, we used a blackbody
as the stellar spectrum in both codes, as the PHOENIX
spectra that TauREx supports do not extend redward of
5 µm. We generated an emission spectrum from both
codes, both binned to R=100 from the native resolution
of 1000 for PLATON and 15000 for TauREx, and compared
the resulting wavelength-dependent eclipse depths. As
shown in Figure 3, the median absolute difference be-
tween the two is 2.1%, with a 95th percentile of 17% and
a maximum of 39%.
TABLE 2
Parameters of test planet
Parameter Value
Ts 5052 K
Rs 0.751 R
Mp 1.129 MJ
Rp 1.144 RJ
Zp/Z 20
C/O 0.7
Teq 1189 K
β 1
κth 3.8×10−3 m2 kg−1
κv1 1.9×10−3 m2 kg−1
κv2 5.2×10−4 m2 kg−1
α 0.331
Note. — This test planet is chosen to have properties broadly
similar to those of HD 189733b. Ts, Rs, and Mp are taken from
Stassun et al. 2017, and we selected values for the other parameters
that approximately reproduce HD 189733b’s transit and eclipse
spectra.
There are a number of differences between PLATON and
Tau-REx that could explain the discrepancy in the pre-
dicted eclipse depths. First, PLATON performs radiative
transfer at a spectral resolution of R=1000, while we
ran Tau-REx with R=15000 opacity files. Second, the
two codes also handle equilibrium chemistry differently.
Tau-REx uses ACE (Agúndez et al. 2012) and only con-
siders the elements hydrogen, helium, carbon, oxygen,
and nitrogen and 106 molecules composed of those ele-
ments, while PLATON also includes F, Na, Mg, Si, P, S,
Cl, K, Ti, and V, along with 300 molecules composed of
those elements. This results in abundance differences in
the tens of percent, as seen in Figure 5. Third, PLATON
also uses a wavelength-dependent radius to convert emer-
gent flux to luminosity (Equation 4), but Tau-REx does
not. Fourth, PLATON’s opacities are generated from newer
line lists than the opacities currently available from Tau-
REx’s website. Finally, there are slight differences in
the algorithm used to calculate the planet-star flux ratio.
For example, in calculating the emergent flux (Equation
1, Tau-REx evaluates the integral over viewing angles by
sampling four viewing angles and using Gaussian quadra-
ture, whereas PLATON evaluates the integral analytically,
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Fig. 3.— Top: Comparison of eclipse depths computed by PLATON
and Tau-REx for a planet meant to approximate HD 189733b.
Bottom: fractional differences between the two models.
which is equivalent to using an infinite number of viewing
angles.
To disentangle which factors cause most of the differ-
ences, we modified PLATON step by step to more closely
approximate Tau-REx’s algorithm, re-measuring the dis-
crepancies at each step. The results are summarized in
Table 3, and described in detail below. First, we replaced
the default R=1000 opacities with R=10,000 opacities,
which are also publicly available. This reduced the me-
dian absolute difference between Tau-REx and PLATON
from 2.1% to 1.6%, with the 95th percentile at 7.4% and
some wavelengths having a discrepancy of up to 17%.
We conclude that a higher resolution leads to significant
improvement in the agreement between PLATON and Tau-
REx at some, but not most, wavelengths. Next, we dis-
abled equilibrium chemistry and set constant abundances
with altitude for CH4, CO2, CO, H2O, NH3, H2, and He.
This results in a median difference of 1.1% with a 95th
percentile of 5.1% and maximum discrepancies of up to
10%. Followng this, we replaced the line absorption cross
sections in Tau-REx with those used in PLATON. This de-
creased the median difference to 0.8%, the 95th percentile
to 2.1%, and the maximum difference from 10% to 2.7%.
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TABLE 3
Effect of removing differences between PLATON and TauREx
Removed differences Median diff. (%) 95th percentile diff. (%) Max diff. (%)
None 2.2 18 34
Resolution 1.3 7.0 19
Resolution, Chemistry 1.2 5.1 10
Resolution, Chemistry, Opacities 0.9 2.0 2.8
Chemistry, Opacities 1.9 16 28
Chemistry, Opacities with ktables 2.1 8.1 21
Note. — This table shows the discrepancies between eclipse depths calculated by PLATON and TauREx after binning to R=100, for a
wavelength range of 0.4–15 µm. As differences between the two codes are eliminated, their eclipse depths become more and more similar,
as expected.
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Fig. 4.— Comparison of eclipse depths computed by PLATON and
Tau-REx (top) and corresponding residuals (bottom), where both
codes are fed the same mixing ratios and the same opacities at the
same resolution of R=10,000.
The spectra produced by the two codes are compared
in Figure 4. The remaining discrepancies are likely due
to slight differences in the radiative transfer code, espe-
cially the number of viewing angles (4 in Tau-REx vs.
infinite in PLATON) and the precise interpolation method
for absorption cross sections. As a final step, we replaced
the R=10,000 opacities with the default R=1000 opaci-
ties and redid the comparison. This time, we obtained a
median difference of 1.9%, a 95th percentile of 15%, and
a maximum of 31%. If we do the test with correlated
k radiative transfer instead of opacity sampling, these
numbers are 2.2%, 7.4%, and 19%.
Based on these tests, we concluded that differences in
resolution, chemistry and opacities are all significant con-
tributors to the discrepancies between the two codes. As
shown in Table 3, the median error caused by these dif-
ferences are on the order of 2%, with the 95th percentile
being 10-20%, and the maximum difference being a few
tens of percent.
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Fig. 5.— Differences in molecular abundances under equilibrium
chemistry conditions between GGchem (used by PLATON) and ACE
(used by Tau-REx) for the test planet, with the T/P profile shown
in the upper panel. These differences are typically tens of percent.
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2.5. Retrieval comparison
To test the validity of PLATON retrievals, we performed
an equilibrium chemistry retrieval comparison between
PLATON and TauREx using a synthetic spectrum. We
used TauREx to generate the 0.4–6 µm emission spec-
trum using the stellar and planetary parameters in Ta-
ble 2. The spectrum is binned down to a resolution of
R=100, and 100 ppm of white noise is added to every
binned wavelength. We then ran a retrieval on the syn-
thetic spectrum using both TauREx and PLATON, with 6
free parameters (corresponding uniform priors, all gen-
erously wide, in brackets): logZ (-1–3), C/O (0.2–2.0),
log κth (-3.4 – -1.4), log γv1 (-1 – 1), log γv2 (-1 – 1), and
α (0–0.5). The PLATON retrieval used gas-only equilib-
rium abundances rather than the default condensation
equilibrium abundances, while the stellar spectrum was
set to a blackbody in both codes in order to ensure that
any differences in the results were due to differences in
the planet model and not the stellar model. We utilized
nested sampling with 1000 live points for all retrievals.
For PLATON, the package we used was dynesty (Spea-
gle 2019); for TauREx 3, it was nestle.
We ran two comparisons. In the first comparison, we
generated the emission spectrum using PLATON R=10,000
opacities, and included the same set of molecular opac-
ities in both the PLATON and TauREx retrievals: NH3,
CH4, CO, CO2, and H2O. In PLATON, the opacities of
all other molecules were set to 0. Figure 6 shows the
results of this first retrieval comparison. In general, the
two codes give very similar posteriors. The 1D posteriors
of logγv1 , logγv2 , and α are indistinguishable. The log(Z)
and C/O posteriors show discrepancies at the 0.7σ level
because the equilibrium abundances of active gases differ
by a few tens of percent between PLATON and TauREx,
which in turn is because the former includes many times
more atoms and molecules in its calculations than the lat-
ter (see Subsection 2.4). As a result of these differences,
PLATON prefers slightly higher temperatures at a given
pressure (∆T ∼30 K at 100 mbar), which is reflected in
the slightly higher κth.
In the second comparison, we generated the emission
spectrum using TauREx R=15,000 opacities and used
those same opacities in the TauREx retrieval. For the
PLATON retrieval, we used the the full list of molecules
with the same R=10,000 opacities as in the previous com-
parison. The differences between the two retrievals there-
fore reflect both the effect of including different numbers
of molecules, and differences in the line lists used for
those molecules. Figure 7 shows the results of this sec-
ond retrieval comparison. Even though the PLATON 1D
posteriors are still consistent with the input planet pa-
rameters at the 1.7σ level, they are more discrepant than
in Figure 7, with PLATON obtaining a metallicity 4× lower
and a C/O ratio 0.18 lower than the TauREx retrieval.
Having obtained this result, the natural question to ask
is what causes the discrepancy: PLATON’s newer line lists,
or its inclusion of more molecules? The answer is the
latter. We examined PLATON’s best fit model and found
that it underestimated the planetary emission around 3.8
µm, where an opacity window caused a spike in plane-
tary emission. Removing molecules one by one from the
atmosphere, we find that H2S is the cause of the dis-
crepancy: removing it alone from the atmosphere makes
the best fit spectrum line up perfectly with TauREx’s
simulated data. Indeed, when we repeat the PLATON re-
trieval while including only the molecules that TauREx
includes, the resulting posteriors are almost identical to
those of Figure 6. This underscores the importance of
erring on the side of caution when choosing which active
gases to include in a model. Emission spectroscopy has
the inconvenient property that it is the lack of absorption
that causes the most easily detectable emission–and so
even a trace gas with a relatively low opacity can have a
significant impact on the spectrum at wavelengths where
other gases also have less absorption.
3. OPACITY UPDATE
One fundamental building block of any atmospheric
code is the calculation of opacities. There are three
types of opacities we consider: scattering, line, and col-
lisional. As discussed in Zhang et al. (2019), scattering
opacities are calculated by PLATON itself, and collisional
opacities are calculated using the limited data available
from HITRAN. Line opacities are calculated from lists
of transitions from one quantum state to another, giving
the position, intensity, and broadening parameters of the
transitions. For this update to PLATON we focused on line
opacities.
In the original PLATON release, our opacity data were
taken directly from Exo-Transmit Kempton et al. (2017).
Exo-Transmit, in turn, calculated its opacities from line
lists generated from a large number of sources, listed
in Table 2 of Lupu et al. (2014). These include HI-
TRAN, HITEMP, private communications, Freedman
et al. (2008), and Freedman et al. (2014), among many
others. Many of these line lists are outdated, propri-
etary, or both. In addition, the program used to generate
opacity data from the line lists is not public, making it
difficult to reproduce our opacity calculations.
TABLE 4
Sources of line lists
Source Molecules
ExoMol C2H4, CO, H2CO, H2S, H2O, HCl, HCN,
MgH, NH3, NO, OH, PH3, SH, SiH, SiO,
SO2, TiO, VO
HITRAN 2016 C2H2, C2H6, HF, N2, NO2, O2, O3, OCS
CDSD-4000 CO2
Rey et al 2017 CH4
NIST Na, K
We address these shortcomings by regenerating
PLATON’s opacity data using the public line lists in Ta-
ble 4. For each molecule, we generate absorption cross
sections from line lists using the method outlined in Ex-
oCross (Yurchenko et al. 2018). The cross sections are
generated for 30 temperatures (100 − 3000 K in 100 K
increments), 13 pressures (10−4 − 108 Pa in decade in-
crements), and 4616 wavelengths (0.3−30 µm, with uni-
form spacing in logarithmic space). The resolution of our
wavelength grid is not high enough to resolve individ-
ual lines at typical atmospheric pressures (P < 1 bar),
leading to spikiness in the wavelength-dependent cross
sections, and therefore in the final transit and secondary
eclipse depths. This approach to radiative transfer is
called “opacity sampling”. The idea behind opacity sam-
pling is that even though the sampling resolution is much
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Fig. 6.— Posterior distributions retrieved by PLATON (orange) and TauREx (blue) when both codes use the same opacities and include
the same list of molecules. The contours contain 68% and 95% of posterior mass. The numbers on top of each column show the values
inferred by PLATON. The teal horizontal and vertical lines show the truth values.
lower than that needed to resolve individual lines, it is
still much higher than the instrumental resolution, and
the spikiness in the resulting models can be smoothed
out by binning to instrumental resolution.
We generate cross sections by assuming a Voigt profile
for every line, with the Gaussian standard deviation set
by the temperature of the gas, and the Lorentzian por-
tion set by the pressure broadening coefficients γref and
n:
γ(P, T ) = γref
P
Pref
(
Tref
T
)n
(11)
where γref and n are expected to vary depending on the
line considered and the species responsible for the broad-
ening.
3.1. ExoMol
ExoMol (Tennyson & Yurchenko 2018) is a database
of molecular line lists intended for modeling the atmo-
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Fig. 7.— Same as Figure 6, but for the second comparision. Here, TauREx opacities are used to generate the spectrum and for TauREx’s
retrieval. The PLATON retrieval uses its own opacities, with all molecules included. The discrepancy is due to the inclusion of H2S in
PLATON, but not in TauREx.
spheres of exoplanets and cool stars. The lists are gen-
erated using a combination of ab initio calculations and
empirical data. Many of the line lists represent signif-
icant improvements in completeness over the previous
state of the art. For example, POKAZATEL, the wa-
ter line list, has 6 billion transitions. This is an order
of magnitude more than previous lists, and covers every
possible transition between states below the dissociation
energy of water (Polyansky et al. 2018). Compared to
the Freedman et al. (2008) line lists used by previous
versions of PLATON, the ExoMol line list has many times
the number of transitions for water (6 billion vs. 200
million), NH3 (10 billion vs. 34,000), H2S (115 million
vs. 188,000), PH3 (50 billion vs. 20,000) and VO (377
million vs. 3.1 million).
The specific line lists we used are listed in Table 10, to-
gether with the number of transitions they contain, their
maximum temperature of validity, and citations to the
associated papers. For some molecules, ExoMol provides
line lists for multiple isotopologues; in those cases we only
include the most common isotopologue. The exception
to this rule is TiO, an important molecule where multi-
ple isotopologues have comparable abundances. For this
molecule, we compute the absorption due to each iso-
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topologue and add them in proportion to each isotopo-
logue’s abundance.
Although these ExoMol line lists are an improvement
over what was available before, many are still incomplete.
The calculations only include states below a certain J
quantum number, and hence miss transitions between
higher-energy states that become important at higher
temperatures. Thus, many line lists are not valid for the
full range of temperatures supported by PLATON, which
ranges up to 3000 K. For example, the C2H4 line list, de-
spite having 50 billion lines, is only valid below 700 K. For
these molecules, we still generated cross sections for all
temperatures. The cross sections are likely to be under-
estimated at high temperatures due to missing lines, but
as of this writing there is currently no better alternative
available.
ExoMol reports line broadening coefficients for hydro-
gen and helium whenever available. In practice, how-
ever, there are no calculations or experimental data avail-
able for any broadening agent for the vast majority of
lines. For example, ExoMol reports no broadening co-
efficients at all for H2S, CO, MgH, NO, OH, SiH, SiO,
or VO. For NO, it only reports air broadening coeffi-
cients, which we adopt for lack of a better alternative.
For the other molecules, ExoMol reports broadening co-
efficients for H2 and He in a consistent format (Barton
et al. 2017), relying on the handful of studies that have
reported coefficients for a small number of lines while
resorting to default values for the rest. We used Exo-
Mol broadening data when available and assumed that
the broadening agent is a mixture of 85% H2 and 15%
He. For all molecules where ExoMol broadening data is
not available, we assumed that γref = 0.07 and n=0.5
at a Tref = 296K and Pref = 1 bar. n=0.5 is the
theoretically expected value from classical calculations,
while γref = 0.07 is a typical value adopted by Exo-
Mol as the default. The only exception is C2H4, where
we used broadening parameters measured by Bouanich
et al. (2003) (H2) and Reuter & Sirota (1993) (He) for 34
and 3 lines respectively by generating ExoMol-formatted
broadening files from the measurements.
3.2. HITRAN 2016
HITRAN (Gordon et al. 2017) is a database of line
lists sourced from a combination of observations, theory,
and semi-empirical calculations. It is intended for use at
terrestrial temperatures, and has a line intensity cutoff
that makes it inaccurate for higher temperatures. Never-
theless, HITRAN is a valuable resource because it is the
only source of line lists for many molecules. HITRAN
specifies line broadening parameters by including γ and
n in the description of every line. Although γH2 and nH2
are included in HITRAN, very few lines have hydrogen
broadening data. Therefore, we chose γair and nair as
the broadening parameters for every line.
For most molecules not included in ExoMol, Exo-
Transmit used (and PLATON inherited) absorption data
from HITRAN 2008. We regenerate the absorption data
using HITRAN 2016 (Gordon et al. 2017), which has
expanded wavelength coverage and improved accuracy.
This update also fixed some errors in the old data that re-
sulted from incorrect generation of absorption data from
line lists. The HAPI API makes it easy to retrieve line
lists for all isotopologues at once, with intensities appro-
priately scaled to the isotopologue abundance. There-
fore, we considered all isotopologues for the molecules
we took from HITRAN.
3.3. CDSD-4000
The Carbon Dioxide Spectroscopic Databank 4000
(CDSD-4000) is a line list meant for high temperatures,
provided in a format similar to HITRAN. It has signifi-
cantly more lines than HITRAN or HITEMP, and to our
knowledge it is the most complete publicly available line
list for carbon dioxide. CDSD-4000 has pressure broad-
ening coefficients for air, which we adopt due to the ab-
sence of broadening coefficients for hydrogen or helium.
3.4. Rey et al 2017
The line list presented by Rey et al. (2017), which
we name Rey for convenience, is the first theoretical
methane line list suitable for high temperature appli-
cations. It is complete in the infrared range (0–13,400
cm−1) up to a temperature of 3000 K, whereas the
ExoMol line list “10to10” is only accurate to 1500 K
(Yurchenko & Tennyson 2014). Rey also claims to be the
first theoretical methane line list with line positions accu-
rate enough for high resolution cross-correlation studies.
We have confirmed this claim by cross correlating brown
dwarf models generated using both methane line lists to
observational high-resolution spectra of a T brown dwarf,
with all other opacity sources excluded. The cross cor-
relation peak is 4.5σ with “10to10”, but 15.3σ with Rey,
indicating far superior line positions. In addition, with
150 billion lines, this line list is far more complete than
either ExoMol’s “10to10” line list (10 billion transitions)
or the Freedman et al. (2008) line list that we used pre-
viously (200 million transitions).
3.5. Voigt cutoff
When generating absorption cross sections from line
lists, the cutoff–namely, how far away from the line cen-
ter the line is considered to end– is an important source
of error. One could in principle omit the cutoff, but
computational speed would suffer greatly. In addition,
omitting the cutoff does not necessarily lead to better
results, as the Voigt profile is only an approximation to
the true line profile (Ngo et al. 2012) and is not accurate
more than several Voigt widths away from the center.
However, truncating the lines too soon would result in
an underestimate of the true opacity due to the omission
of millions of line wings.
We adopted a cutoff of 25 cm-1 for all molecules for
pressures less than or equal to 1 bar. For pressures of 10
and 100 bar, we adopted a cutoff of 100 cm-1. For a pres-
sure of 1000 bar, we adopted a cutoff of 1000 cm-1. This
prescription was inspired by Sharp & Burrows (2007),
who adopt a cutoff of min(25P , 100) cm-1 where P is in
bars. Hedges & Madhusudhan (2016) studied the effect
of different cutoffs and concluded that the Sharp & Bur-
rows prescription significantly underestimates absorption
at low pressures (P < 0.01 bar), but is accurate from 0.01
to 100 bar. We therefore modified the prescription to use
25 cm-1 for all pressures below or equal to 1 bar. Pres-
sure broadening coefficients are almost never measured
or calculated at very high pressures (100− 1000 bar), so
our opacity data in this regime should be regarded as
highly speculative.
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4. OTHER IMPROVEMENTS
Aside from the opacity update and the eclipse depth
calculator, many improvements have been made to
PLATON since the publication of the last paper. These im-
provements introduce features, fix bugs, increase speed,
and improve usability. A comprehensive list can be found
in our release notes, but we list a few of the most note-
worthy updates below.
• We now include H- opacity, calculated using the
algorithm in John (1988). Because H- opacity is
insignificant for most planets, we disable it by de-
fault.
• Nested sampling is now done by dynesty (Speagle
2019) rather than nestle. Among other improve-
ments, dynesty prints out the number of likelihood
evaluations, log evidence (logz), and remaining ev-
idence (dlogz) after each iteration. dlogz is an indi-
cator of how far the algorithm is from completion.
nestle did not have this indicator, which made
waiting a frustrating experience.
• The eclipse depth calculator now evaluates the sin-
gle integral in Equation 2 instead of the double in-
tegral in Equation 1, making it much faster, many
times more memory efficient, and more accurate.
• Data arrays are transposed so that the wavelength
index increases the fastest, followed by the pressure
index, followed by the temperature index. This
improves cache locality, which speeds up the code
by a factor of 1/3.
• The number of atmospheric layers is decreased
from 500 to 250, improving speed by 40% while
increasing numerical error by only ∼1%. In addi-
tion, we now use improved interpolation methods
to further decrease numerical errors.
4.1. High resolution opacities
PLATON has a clean separation between data and code.
As a result, all that is needed to operate PLATON at an
arbitrary wavelength range and resolution is the appro-
priate opacity data files. No code changes are required.
Since we published Zhang et al. (2019), we have gen-
erated high-resolution opacity data files for a variety of
applications. This includes studying the atmospheres of
cold brown dwarfs, of the ultra-hot super Earth 55 Cnc
e, and of HD 189733b (see Subsection 5.9).
We now make these opacities public to enable any-
one to perform line-by-line calculations with PLATON7. All
opacities have a resolution of R=375,000, and are calcu-
lated at the wavelengths indicated by wavelengths.npy.
These opacities can be used by deleting all files from the
“Absorption” folder in PLATON’s data directory, putting
the downloaded absorb coeffs files into the directory,
and replacing the wavelengths.npy file in the data di-
rectory with the one in the downloaded zip file. The
user must use a blackbody stellar spectrum (by pass-
ing stellar blackbody=True to compute depths) when
using high resolution opacities. The user can also gener-
ate their own high-resolution opacity files using publicly
7 http://agn.caltech.edu/platon/
available codes such as ExoCross (Yurchenko et al. 2018)
or HELIOS-K (Grimm & Heng 2015). As long as they
are in the same format as the PLATON data files, PLATON
will accept them with no code changes.
TABLE 5
High resolution line lists
Filename Wavelengths
(µm)
Molecules
hispec 0.94− 2.43 CH4, CO, H2O, H2S, HCl, HCN,
MgH, NH3, NO2, NO, O2, O3,
OH, SH, SiH, SiO, SO2, TiO, VO
Y band 1.020− 1.086 CH4, H2O, NH3
K band 1.89− 2.40 C2H2, CH4, CO, H2O, HCN, Na,
NH3, SiO
L band 2.86− 3.70 C2H2, CH4, CO, H2O, H2S, HCN,
Na, SiO
L band2 3.51− 4.08 CH4, CO2, H2O, HCN
We note that in principle other codes, such as TauREx,
can also be used to calculate high resolution spectra if
they are provided with custom user-generated high reso-
lution opacity files. To the best of our knowledge, how-
ever, PLATON is the only code to make such opacity
files publicly available.
4.2. Correlated-k
The gold standard of radiative transfer is the line-
by-line method (Marley & Robinson 2015): calculating
the transit or eclipse depth on a wavelength grid fine
enough to resolve individual molecular lines, which typ-
ically requires R >> c/
√
kT
µmH
≈ 200, 000. The results
are then binned to instrumental resolution. For many
applications, including PLATON, this is computationally
prohibitive. Opacity sampling sacrifices accuracy for
speed by performing radiative transfer at a much lower
resolution–R=1000, in the case of PLATON–and binning
the depths thus obtained to instrumental resolution. In
order for the survey to approximate the results of the
census, a large sample size is required, meaning opacity
sampling at R=1000 is only accurate if the user is bin-
ning to resolutions much below 1000. To take a concrete
example, suppose PLATON is used to calculate the eclipse
depth of HD 189733b over the 1.40–1.42 µm band using
the R=10,000 opacities. PLATON would sample 140 wave-
lengths within this band and calculate the eclipse depth
at each wavelength. These 140 eclipse depths would
have a mean of 53 ppm and a standard deviation of 25
ppm. Therefore, the error caused by opacity sampling
is 25/
√
140=2 ppm. If the R=1000 opacities were used
instead, this error would be 25/
√
14 = 7 ppm. Fortu-
nately, 7 ppm is several times lower than the error of the
WFC3 observations, but this will not be the case for ev-
ery combination of planet, instrument, and wavelength
band.
The correlated-k method (Lacis & Oinas 1991) im-
proves upon opacity sampling by taking into account the
distribution of opacities within the passband. For ex-
ample, it calculates the 10th percentile transit depth by
using the pre-calculated 10th percentile of all molecular
opacities, and likewise for the 20th percentile, 30th per-
centile, etc. Since the transit depth varies smoothly with
percentile, we can use numerical integration to find the
average transit depth. In effect, the correlated-k method
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converts an integration over wavelength into an integra-
tion over percentile; it replaces the integration of a highly
non-smooth function
∫ λ2
λ1
f(λ)dλ with the integration of
a smooth function
∫ 1
0
f ′(g)dg, which is in turn evalu-
ated by Gaussian quadrature (
∑N
i=1 wif
′(gi)), where g
is the percentile divided by 100. f(λ) can be Rp(λ), the
emergent flux Fp(λ), or any other radiative quantity, so
long as its only dependence on wavelength is through the
opacity, and so long as it varies smoothly with opacity.
Earlier versions of PLATON performed radiative trans-
fer via opacity sampling at a default resolution of 1000
with an optional R=10,000 mode. We now give the
user the option to choose between correlated-k (R=100)
and opacity sampling (R=1000, 2000, or 10,000). The
correlated-k method provides the accuracy of R=50,000
opacity sampling for typical exoplanet applications, but
runs at the same speed as the old default R=1000 PLATON
mode. Our implementation of correlated-k rests on two
approximations:
1. At any given wavelength λ within the band, g(λ) is
the same for every layer. That is, if a layer is more
opaque at a certain wavelength than at x% of other
wavelengths within the band, all other layers must
also be more opaque at that wavelength than at
x% of other wavelengths.
2. For each layer, if the individual gases were to be
separated out, g(λ) would be equal for all gases
with significant opacity. That is, if one molecule
absorbs more strongly at a certain wavelength than
at x% of other wavelengths within the band, the
same must be true for all other molecules.
The first assumption is the defining assumption of the
correlated-k method, and explains its name: the opacity
κ is assumed to be correlated throughout the atmosphere
under consideration. For an atmosphere with one species
with exactly one absorption or emission line within the
band, it is exactly true. For an atmosphere with two
layers, each of which is exclusively composed of a differ-
ent gas, it is very inaccurate. A real atmosphere is in
between these two extremes: the region dominating the
features in a transmission or emission spectrum typically
spans ∼200 K in temperature (Figure 11) and 1-2 orders
of magnitude in pressure (see Figure 11 and 12), which
generally means that there is no change in the dominant
gas absorber.
The second assumption, however, is only true when
one molecule dominates the opacity. If two molecules
contribute equally to the opacity, the assumption is no
longer valid, as the absorption lines of different molecules
will not in general overlap. In fact, the opposite assump-
tion is more accurate: namely, that the opacities are
completely uncorrelated between different gases. Lacis
& Oinas (1991) take this approach, but adopting this
assumption naively for PLATON would require O(nN ) ra-
diative transfer calculations, where n is the number of
discrete g values adopted (for us, 10) and N is the
number of gases (for us, 30), making these computa-
tions intractable. There are methods of merging the
opacity distributions of multiple gases that do not scale
exponentially–including the ‘random overlap with resort-
ing and rebinning’ method introduced by Lacis & Oinas
(1991) and named by Amundsen et al. (2017). These are
more complicated to implement, and we may incorpo-
rate them into a future release of PLATON. The partially
correlated approach attempts to take into account the
correlations between gases (Zhang et al. 2003), but these
sophisticated schemes are beyond the scope of PLATON.
We note that the simplicity of our approach comes at
a cost: it systematically overestimates transmittance in
most cases (Zhang et al. 2003). This overestimation is
easy to understand with a toy scenario. Consider a gas
with binary absorption properties: at 50% of wavelengths
it has infinite absorption, while at the other wavelengths
it has zero absorption. This gas would have a transmit-
tance of 50%. Now consider adding a second gas, also
with binary absorption properties. If the two gases have
perfectly correlated absorption (which is our assump-
tion), their absorption peaks fall on top of each other,
and transmittance is still 50%. If their absorption is not
perfectly correlated, the absorption peaks of the second
gas block some of the light that would have went through
the first gas, and total transmittance is less than 50%.
If their absorption is perfectly anti-correlated, the total
transmittance would be 0%.
In practice, PLATON uses the following correlated-k al-
gorithm:
1. (Pre-computed) Compute the absorption coeffi-
cients of each atom/molecule at each temperature,
pressure, and wavelength grid point, with a spec-
tral resolution of R=50,000. Correlated-k coef-
ficients are generated from the absorption coeffi-
cients with a resolution of R=100.
2. Divide the wavelength range under consideration
into bands, with each band having a width of λ/100
3. For each band, compute the transit/eclipse depth
at 10 different opacity percentiles, and combine
them via Gaussian quadrature. The transit depth
at the 16th opacity percentile (for example) is cal-
culated by assuming every gas, at every temper-
ature and pressure, has an absorption coefficient
equal to the pre-calculated 16th percentile absorp-
tion coefficient for that band at that temperature
and pressure. We use 10 Gaussian quadrature
points, which is sufficient to keep the integration
error below 1% in most cases (Lacis & Oinas 1991;
Goody et al. 1989).
4. The R=100 transit or eclipse depths are then
binned to the user-specified wavelength bins using
the methods described in our first paper (Zhang
et al. 2019).
We performed an experiment to deduce the accuracy
of the correlated-k algorithm compared to a line-by-line
calculation. The transit spectrum of a hot Jupiter (mod-
elled after HD 209458b) was computed from 0.95 − 2.4
µm using two methods: a line-by-line calculation at
R=375,000 binned to R=100, and a correlated-k calcula-
tion using R=100 opacities with 10 Gaussian quadrature
points. For the nominal model, which is dominated by
water opacity, correlated-k performs extremely well and
has a maximum error of only 8 ppm. For a model engi-
neered to include three molecules with comparably sig-
nificant absorption correlated-k still performs well, with
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a maximum error of 300 ppm. The emission spectrum
tells a similar story. Correlated-k is accurate to 0.1%
for the nominal model, and to 3.5% for the pessimistic
model.
These tests also demonstrate that although correlated-
k is very accurate, its errors are not random. Correlated-
k almost always underestimates the transit depths and
overestimates the eclipse depths. This is a consequence
of overestimating the transmittance, which in turn is be-
cause (contrary to the second assumption above) the ab-
sorption properties of two molecules are in general not
strongly correlated.
4.3. Beta features
Since we do not currently plan to write a third PLATON
paper, we include a list of beta features that will likely
become part of the official PLATON. This list also serves
to illustrate what is possible with minimal hacking. All
of these features were created as a result of requests from
PLATON users other than the authors. Users are highly
encouraged to contact the authors to suggest new fea-
tures or improvements to existing features.
PLATON does not calculate disequilibrium chemistry
from first principles, nor does it compute self-consistent
temperature-pressure profiles. It is often useful to take
abundance and temperature profiles from elsewhere and
plug them into PLATON, using it as a radiative transfer
engine to predict transit and eclipse depths. This is cur-
rently easy to do for vertically-constant abundances, but
not for vertically-variable abundances. To make the lat-
ter possible, we created the branch custom abundances
on the GitHub repository. Examples of how to use
it are found in examples/plot transit custom abunds.py
and examples/plot eclipse custom abunds.py.
Some metallic species are not included in PLATON
by default, but may become important in the op-
tical for ultra-hot Jupiters. These include Ca, Fe,
Ni, and Ti. We make these opacities available at
https://www.astro.caltech.edu/platon/metal_
opacities/. These can be used by placing them in
PLATON DIR/data/Absorption and adding the atoms
to PLATON DIR/data/species info. These atoms are
not incorporated into the equilibrium chemistry calcula-
tion, but the user can easily specify vertically constant
abundances for them. We describe the procedure in
PLATON’s online documentation.
Lastly, Na and K each have two very strong lines in the
optical, where the atmosphere is transparent enough that
their far wings may become significant. Unfortunately,
while the lines cores are accurately described by a Voigt
profile, the Voigt profile can underestimate far wing
absorption by orders of magnitude (Allard, N. F. et al.
2016; Allard et al. 2019). More accurate line profiles for
these atoms were recently published by Allard, N. F.
et al. (2016) (K) and Allard et al. (2019) (Na) using a
semi-classical theory and assuming broadening by molec-
ular hydrogen only. We use these line profiles to generate
PLATON-friendly absorption coefficients at R=1000 and
R=10,000, found at https://www.astro.caltech.
edu/platon/metal_opacities/. By overwriting PLA-
TON DIR/data/Absorption/absorb coeffs Na.npy and
PLATON DIR/data/Absorption/absorb coeffs K.npy
with these coefficients, the user can generate much more
accurate hydrogen-broadened alkali line profiles with
PLATON.
5. RETRIEVAL ON HD189733b
5.1. Published data sets
HD 189733b is one of the most favorable exoplanets
for atmospheric characterization. It is a transiting hot
Jupiter orbiting an exceptionally close (20 pc) K star
with a H band magnitude of 5.6, and was one of the earli-
est transiting planets discovered (Bouchy et al. 2005). To
demonstrate PLATON’s new abilities, we perform a joint
retrieval on the best available optical and near infrared
transit and secondary eclipse data for HD 189733b from
HST and Spitzer. To our knowledge, this is the first joint
transit and secondary eclipse retrieval for this planet in
the literature, as well as the most comprehensive set of
both transit and secondary eclipse data assembled for a
retrieval to date. The transit depths we adopt are listed
in Table 8, while the eclipse depths are listed in Table 9.
The fixed stellar and planetary parameters are listed in
Table 7.
HD 189733b has been observed in transmission with
HST/STIS (Sing et al. 2011) and WFC3 (Gibson et al.
2012; McCullough et al. 2014), Spitzer in all five IRAC
bands (Tinetti et al. 2007; Beaulieu et al. 2008; Agol
et al. 2010; Désert et al. 2011; Morello et al. 2014), and
Spitzer/MIPS at 24 µm (Knutson et al. 2009). Pont
et al. (2013) carried out a uniform re-analysis of all tran-
sit data obtained to date including corrections for stellar
activity; we utilize their transmission spectral data in
our analysis. This planet was also observed in transit by
HST/NICMOS in spectroscopic (Swain et al. 2008) and
photometric (Sing et al. 2009) modes, but this instru-
ment was less stable than WFC3, and the reliability of
the spectroscopic NICMOS observations was questioned
in a subsequent study (Gibson et al. 2011; Deming & Sea-
ger 2017). We therefore exclude these older NICMOS ob-
servations from our analysis. We also exclude the higher
resolution observations of the sodium line published in
(Huitson et al. 2012), as PLATON is not designed to model
absorption at the very low pressures probed by the core
of this line.
In emission, HD 189733b has been observed with
HST/STIS (Evans et al. 2013), HST/NICMOS (Swain
et al. 2009), HST/WFC3 (Crouzet et al. 2014),
Spitzer/IRAC in all four bands (Knutson et al. 2007;
Charbonneau et al. 2008; Agol et al. 2010; Knutson
et al. 2012), Spitzer/IRS at 5 − 14 µm (Deming et al.
2006; Grillmair et al. 2008; Todorov et al. 2014), and
Spitzer/MIPS at 24 µm (Knutson et al. 2009). Because
PLATON does not model reflected light, we limit our re-
trieval to the infrared data only, which are expected to
be dominated by thermal emission. As with the trans-
mission spectrum, we exclude the NICMOS observations
from our retrieval. We also exclude the Spitzer/IRS emis-
sion spectrum, as over the years different groups have
obtained contradictory results. Most recently, Todorov
et al. (2014) found that the overall amplitude of the IRS
eclipse depth can shift up and down depending on the
method used to correct for systematics. Indeed, a com-
parison to our best fit model spectrum reveals that these
data are consistent with the broadband observations if
they are shifted upwards by 30%. In addition to transit
and secondary eclipse observations, HD 189733b’s phase
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curve has also been measured in the 3.6, 4.5, 8.0, and 24
µm Spitzer bands (Knutson et al. 2007, 2009, 2012).
Based on the observations listed above, HD 189733b
is arguably one of the most extensively observed transit-
ing planets to date for both of these telescopes. Previ-
ous studies of HD 189733b’s optical transmission spec-
trum found that it appears to have a strong scatter-
ing slope and attenuated absorption features due to the
presence of high-altitude scattering particles (Pont et al.
2008; Sing et al. 2011; Pont et al. 2013). These scatter-
ing particles are possibly some form of silicate conden-
sate (Lecavelier Des Etangs et al. 2008; Lee et al. 2015;
Helling et al. 2016). Because this planet is expected to be
tidally locked, it should develop a super-rotating equa-
torial band of wind that transports heat from the day
side to the night side (e.g., Showman & Polvani 2011).
It is observed to have a relatively modest day-night tem-
perature gradient (Knutson et al. 2007, 2009, 2012) and
models predict that it may also have spatially inhomoge-
neous cloud coverage (Lee et al. 2015; Lines et al. 2018).
In the infrared the effect of the scattering particles on
HD 189733b’s transmission spectrum is reduced. Mc-
Cullough et al. (2014) report the detection of a spectro-
scopically resolved water feature at 1.4 µm that is con-
sistent with the model of scattering aerosol reported by
Pont et al. (2013), although they also argue that the
optical slope can be explained by stellar activity alone
(see Section 5.7). In emission, previous studies have de-
tected spectroscopically resolved water absorption at 1.4
µm (Crouzet et al. 2014) and (debatably) in the mid-
infrared (Grillmair et al. 2008; Todorov et al. 2014), and
have placed additional constraints on the abundances of
carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, and methane based on
the relative depths of the broadband Spitzer secondary
eclipse data (e.g., Line et al. 2010; Lee et al. 2012). We
discuss the results of these retrievals in more detail in
Section 5.3.
5.2. PLATON retrieval
When modeling HD 189733b’s transmission spectrum,
our retrieval uses a complex refractive index with a real
component of 1.7, a value in between that of MgSiO3
and SiO2 (which have n ∼ 1.5 at optical wavelengths)
and TiO2 (which has n ∼ 2.4). Since the true composi-
tion of condensates in the atmosphere is unknown, and
multiple condensates may well be important, we allow
the imaginary component of the refractive index to vary
as a free parameter in our fit. We do not include clouds
in our dayside models; even if the clouds observed on the
terminator extended over the entire dayside, we would
expect them to have lower optical depths when viewed
in emission at infrared wavelengths (e.g., Fortney 2005).
Indeed, previous retrieval studies of HD 189733b’s day-
side atmosphere have found that cloud-free models pro-
vide a good fit to the available data (e.g. Barstow et al.
2014).
We carry out our retrievals using the dynesty nested
sampling package with static sampling and R=10,000
opacities. We used 1000 live points, a convergence cri-
teria of ∆log(z) = 1, multi-ellipsoidal bounds, and a
random-walk sampling method. The fixed parameters,
listed in Table 7, are the stellar radius, stellar temper-
ature, and planetary mass. The free parameters, listed
in Table 6, are the planetary radius Rp at 1 bar, the
metallicity Z relative to solar, the C/O ratio, the limb
temperature Tlimb, the Line et al. (2013) T/P profile pa-
rameters (thermal opacity κth, visible-to-thermal opacity
ratio of first visible stream γ, visible-to-thermal opacity
ratio of second visible stream γ2, percentage apportioned
to the second visible stream α, effective albedo β), mean
haze particle radius rm, haze particle number density n,
ratio of haze scale height to gas scale height hfrac, WFC3
instrumental offsets (∆wfc3,t for transit and ∆wfc3,e for
eclipse), and the imaginary portion of the haze refractive
index k. In Figure 8 and 9, we show the best fit transit
and eclipse spectra from our retrieval. Our best fit model
is a good fit overall to the data, with a χ2 of 30.7 for the
transit spectrum and 38.3 for the eclipse spectrum for a
total χ2 = 69. With 52 transit depths, 34 eclipse depths,
and 15 free parameters, the p value is 0.55. The single
largest point of disagreement (3.1σ) between model and
data occurs at the very red end of the WFC3 emission
spectrum, where edge effects may impact the reliability
of data.
TABLE 6
Retrieved parameters
Parameter Posterior Best Prior
Rp (RJ) 1.117± 0.002 1.114 [1.11, 1.13]
log10 Z 1.08
+0.23
−0.20 0.956 [−1, 3]
C/O 0.66+0.05−0.09 0.69 [0.2, 2]
Tlimb (K) 1089
+110
−120 1203 [500, 1300]
log10 κth (m
2 kg−1) −1.40+0.40−0.32 -1.44 [−5, 0]
log10 γ −0.51
+0.36
−0.21 -0.66 [−4, 1]
log10 γ2 −0.58
+0.62
−0.50 -0.47 [−4, 1]
α∗ < 0.47 0.441 [0, 0.5]
β 0.95± 0.05 0.938 [0.5, 2]
log10 rm(m)
∗ < −7.8 -8.59 [−9,−5]
log10 n(m
−3) 16.0+1.5−2.7 14.4 [8, 21]
hfrac 3.2
+0.6
−0.5 3.19 [0.5, 5]
∆wfc3,t(ppm) −63± 28 -72 0± 100
∆wfc3,e(ppm) 29± 9 33 0± 39
log10 k
∗ ∗ < −1.7 -3.86 [−6, 0]
Note. — ∗For these parameters, the 95th percentile upper
bound is reported.
Note. — The ‘best’ column reports the parameters of the best
fit model.
In Table 6, we tabulate the 1D posterior distributions
from the retrieval. In Figure 10, we show the 2D poste-
rior distributions. We find that the data prefer superso-
lar metallicities (Z = 7 − 20) and a C/O ratio between
0.47 − 0.69. This C/O ratio is consistent with the solar
value, but is somewhat low compared to the stellar C/O
ratio of 0.90 ± 0.15 (Teske et al. 2014). However, Teske
et al. (2014) also report that their estimate for the stellar
C/O ratio depends on what data they include and how
the non-LTE correction is performed. They report C/O
ratios ranging from 0.69 to 1.2 for different data analysis
choices, and conclude that although the C/O ratio could
be below 0.75, it is very likely above 0.80. If so, the
planetary atmospheric C/O ratio would be slightly sup-
pressed relative to the stellar value, in good agreement
with theoretical predictions for gas giant planets with
atmospheric metallicities enhanced by the accretion of
solids (Espinoza et al. 2017).
Our observations also constrain HD 189733b’s dayside
pressure-temperature profile. We find no evidence for a
dayside temperature inversion, as shown in Figure 11.
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Fig. 8.— Top: Best fit transit spectra from retrieval on HD 189733b. The best-fit PLATON model and corresponding 1σ uncertainty
window are shown as a red line and red shaded region, respectively. The activity-corrected observations drawn from Pont et al. (2013)
and listed in Table 8 are shown as black filled circles. Bottom: difference between observed and computed transit depths, in units of
measurement error σ. Adopting the nightside emission pollution correction of Kipping & Tinetti (2010) would reduce the errors on the
8µm and 24µm points by 0.6σ and 0.4σ respectively, bringing the observations into nearly perfect agreement with the model.
The parameter α, which partitions the visible radiation
into two separate channels and corresponds to the flux
in the channel with opacity γ2, is consistent with 0. This
means that there is no need for a second visible wave-
length channel and that the simpler double-gray param-
eterization of Guillot (2010) is sufficient. We also find
that the overall shape of the pressure-temperature pro-
file is consistent with a low albedo and efficient day-night
redistribution of heat, as β is consistent with 1.
We place constraints on the sizes and locations of the
scattering particles near HD 189733b’s terminator. The
mean particle size is constrained to be less than 14 nm,
and is consistent with arbitrarily small values. However,
this size constraint is dependent on the assumed value of
the imaginary refractive index, with more absorbent par-
ticles requiring a larger mean particle size (see Subsection
5.5 for more details). We find that the fractional scale
height of the haze is a factor of a few larger than that of
the gas. In effect, this means that haze particles are more
abundant relative to gas in the upper atmosphere than in
the lower atmosphere. This could possibly indicate that
the haze is photochemical in nature, a possibility first
suggested by Zahnle et al. (2009) and Pont et al. (2013).
5.3. Comparison with previous retrievals
Many authors have attempted to use retrievals to con-
strain the atmospheric properties of HD 189733b, start-
ing with Madhusudhan & Seager (2009). Here, we review
the most recent retrievals, including Lee et al. (2014)
and Pinhas et al. (2019) in transmission and Lee et al.
(2012) in emission, and compare their results to ours. Al-
though Benneke (2015) separately performed a retrieval
on HD 189733b’s WFC3 transit spectrum, the limited
wavelength range of these data prevented them from ob-
taining meaningful constraints on the atmospheric metal-
licity.
Lee et al. (2014) performed a retrieval on the 0.3− 10
µm transmission spectrum data reported in Pont et al.
(2013). Because this study was performed prior to the
publication of the WFC3 data, it used NICMOS spec-
troscopy to constrain the shape of HD 189733b’s near-
infrared transmission spectrum. As part of this re-
trieval they explored several different potential aerosol
species, including MgSiO3, Mg2SiO4, astronomical sili-
cate (a mixture of siliciate grains commonly seen in in-
terstellar space), MgSiO3, NaS, and tholins, all of which
they argued might plausibly form in the upper regions
of HD 189733b’s atmosphere. They found that a verti-
cally uniform aerosol layer stretching from 0.1 mbar to
10 bar filled with monodispersed particles smaller than
0.1 µm provides a good fit to the spectrum for all aerosol
compositions. This matches well with our updated fits,
which indicate that the data are consistent with a large
range of imaginary refractive indices and favor particles
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Fig. 9.— Top: Best fit eclipse spectra from retrieval on HD 189733b. The best-fit PLATON model and corresonding 1σ uncertainty window
are shown as a red line and red shaded region, respectively. Data used in the fit (see list in Table 9) are shown as black filled circles.
The IRS eclipse depths from Todorov et al. (2014) are shown in grey and were not included in the retrieval. These eclipse depths have
been shifted up by 30% to match the model–a plausible shift, since Todorov et al. (2014) mentions that its results are 20% below those of
Grillmair et al. (2008). Bottom: difference between observed and computed secondary eclipse depths, in units of measurement error σ.
with a mean radius smaller than 14 nm, distributed with
a scale height much larger than that of the gas. Lee et al.
(2014) also reported a constraint of 0.02− 20× 10−4 on
the abundance of water after accounting for the uncer-
tainties introduced by different aerosol assumptions. Our
best fit model is on the upper end of this range with a
photospheric water abundance of 10−3, but it is consis-
tent with the water abundances from this study for both
Mg2SiO4 and tholin aerosols.
Pinhas et al. (2019) use AURA to perform a retrieval
on the transit spectrum from STIS, ACS, WFC3, and
IRAC 3.6/4.5 (0.35–4.5 µm). They obtain a water abun-
dance of log(XH2O) = −5.04+0.46−0.30, which is 1.8% the
equilibrium value at solar elemental abundances, and
claim a strong detection of water depletion. We com-
puted the water abundance at 10 mbar in our models,
taking this to be representative of the photospheric pres-
sure, and obtained log(XH2O) = −2.5 ± 0.3. Our result
is substantially discrepant with Pinhas et al. (2019): it
is marginally super-solar (see their Figure 2) and compa-
rable to the measured atmospheric C/H ratio for Jupiter
(e.g., Lodders 2003, their Figure 6).
The cause of this discrepancy is not clear. In terms of
data, Pinhas et al. (2019) include only the 3.6 and 4.5
µm Spitzer transit depths, while we also include transit
depths at 5.8 µm, 8.0 µm, and 24 µm. The most signif-
icant difference in the methodology is that Pinhas et al.
(2019) allows much more freedom than our retrieval. We
use equilibrium abundances, while they fit for the abun-
dances of 6 individual atoms and molecules. We adopt
an isothermal limb, while they adopt the Madhusudhan
(2019) parameterization of the limb T/P profile and fit
for all 6 parameters. In total, they have 19 free parame-
ters, while our transit-only retrieval has only 9. The high
number of free parameters in Pinhas et al. (2019) may
allow them to find a better fit to the data, one with sub-
solar water abundance. On the other hand, the flexibility
also puts them in more danger of over-fitting and of find-
ing physically unrealistic compositions or T/P profiles.
We next consider previously published fits to HD
189733b’s dayside emission spectrum. Lee et al. (2012)
used optimal estimation to perform a retrieval on all
published eclipse observations, with wavelengths rang-
ing from 1.45− 24 µm. They did not include the WFC3
eclipse observations (Crouzet et al. 2014), which were
published after that study, and instead included NIC-
MOS observations spanning a similar wavelength range
(Swain et al. 2008). Using these data, they found a mix-
ing ratio of 0.9 − 50 × 10−4 for water, 3 − 150 × 10−4
for carbon dioxide, and < 0.4 × 10−4 for methane, im-
plying a C/O ratio of 0.45–1. The error ranges they
derived for CO were so broad that they could not pro-
vide meaningful estimates of its abundance. Comparing
to Figure 13, we see that our water abundance of 10−3 is
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Fig. 10.— Posterior distribution of the many-parameter retrieval on HD 189733b.
fully consistent with these results, as is our low methane
abundance of ∼ 10−7 at P ∼ 0.1 bar. However, our
model has several times less CO2. Lee et al. (2012) ob-
served that previous studies preferred much smaller CO2
abundances, including Line et al. (2010) (10−7 to 10−5),
Swain et al. (2009) (10−7 to 10−6), and Madhusudhan
& Seager (2009) (7− 700× 10−7). They concluded that
it is their HST/NICMOS data that caused the fits to
prefer a high CO2 abundance. As discussed above, some
studies have questioned the reliability of the NICMOS re-
sults (Gibson et al. 2012; Deming & Seager 2017), which
also sometimes appear to contradict subsequent WFC3
observations (Deming et al. 2013). A lower CO2 abun-
dance would also be more physically plausible, as equi-
libruim chemistry predicts that it should be relatively
rare at the low atmospheric metallicities preferred by our
model, and disequilibrium models including both photo-
chemistry and quenching do not appreciably increase the
predicted CO2 abundance (e.g., Moses et al. 2013; Stein-
rueck et al. 2019.
In addition to abundances, Lee et al. (2012) also re-
trieved a T/P profile (their Figure 1), which we compare
to our T/P profile in Figure 14. Although the two pro-
files are very discrepant at higher pressures (>∼1 bar), it
is important to note that constraints on the T/P profile
at pressures higher than 1 bar are imposed by the finite
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Fig. 11.— Left: emission contribution function of HD 189733b, as indicated by the best fit solution. Right: the T/P profile as indicated
by the best fit solution (red), along with the 2σ uncertainties on the T/P profile (blue). The median limb temperature is indicated in black,
while the 1σ range in limb temperatures is indicated in gray.
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Fig. 12.— Contribution function of the transmission spectrum.
The absolute scale is in arbitrary units.
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Fig. 13.— Number abundances of the most common molecules
in the limb (dashed) and on the day side (solid), according to the
best fit model. Hydrogen and helium, the dominant components
of the atmosphere, are not shown.
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Fig. 14.— Comparison of our retrieved T/P profile (black) and
that of Lee et al. (2012) (green).
range of shapes allowed by the T/P profile parameteriza-
tion, not by observational data. This is because emission
spectroscopy cannot probe those depths, as shown by the
contribution function (Figure 11). At low pressures the
two profiles are consistent, despite the different shapes.
5.4. Importance of individual molecules
PLATON calculates the abundances and line opacities
of 28 molecules. To ascertain which molecules are im-
portant, we re-calculate the best fit transit and eclipse
spectra with the opacities of individual molecules zeroed
out to see how χ2 changes. We find that the transit spec-
trum is dominated by opacity from H2O, CO2, H2S, and
CH4, with other molecules contributing negligibly. Re-
moving all other molecular opacities only increases χ2 by
0.7. Starting from a reference point consisting of these
four molecules, we remove each molecule in turn and cal-
culate the resulting ∆χ2, obtaining 1.4 for H2S, 2.9 for
CO2, 3.6 for CH4, and 92.9 for H2O. Zeroing the aerosol
opacity yields ∆χ2 = 3780. We conclude that water is by
far the dominant molecule shaping the transit spectrum,
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with aerosol scattering as the most important opacity
source overall. This is no surprise, as both the strong
scattering slope at short wavelengths and the water fea-
ture in the WFC3 bandpass are obvious by eye (Figure
8).
The eclipse spectrum worsens by only ∆χ2 = 0.6 when
the opacity is zeroed for all molecules except H2O, CO2,
H2S, CH4, and CO. Starting from a reference point con-
sisting of these five molecules, we remove each molecule
in turn and calculate the resulting ∆χ2, obtaining 0.2
for CH4, 8.5 for H2S, 56.6 for CO, 81.4 for CO2, and
551 for H2O. Thus, we conclude that the emission spec-
trum contains information on more molecules than the
transit spectrum, with H2S, CO, CO2, and H2O all act-
ing as important opacity sources, although water is still
dominant.
The tests above reveal the contribution of different
molecules to the best-fit transit and eclipse spectra.
They do not reveal the significance with which individual
molecules are detected in the fits, because many of the
features induced by a molecule–a little more absorption
here, a little less absorption there–can be mimicked by
changes in the free parameters. To quantify the detection
significance, we ran a series of retrievals on the transit
and eclipse data where we zeroed out the opacity of one
molecule at a time and calculated the resulting Bayesian
evidence z. The log of the Bayes ratio (indicating the
relative preference for the full model versus one without
that molecule) is then given by the difference in log(z)
when compared to the retrieval where all molecular opac-
ities were included. In transit, ∆ ln(z) was -0.9 for H2S,
0.5 for CH4, -0.8 for CO2, and -9.9 for H2O, with a mar-
gin of error on ln(z) equal to ∼0.2 for all retrievals. We
conclude that the transit spectra only provide strong ev-
idence for H2O, with a Bayes factor of 20,000; all other
molecules have a Bayes factor less than 3. In eclipse,
∆ ln(z) was 0.3 for H2S, -0.7 for CO, -1.2 for H2O, and -
1.6 for CO2, with a similar margin of error. We conclude
that the eclipse spectrum does not strongly require the
existence of any one molecule. These results are con-
sistent with intuition: there is a visually obvious water
feature in the WFC3 transit spectrum, but no molecular
features can be seen in the eclipse spectrum (which is pre-
dominately composed of broadband photometric points)
at any wavelength.
5.5. Aerosol properties
Many authors have proposed a Rayleigh scattering
haze to explain the optical transmission spectrum of HD
189733b (e.g. Lecavelier Des Etangs et al. 2008; Gibson
et al. 2012; Pont et al. 2013), and this is born out by
our retrievals. Our posteriors indicate that a clear at-
mosphere with a zero number density of haze particles
is ruled out to much greater than 3σ significance, and
the posterior distribution of particle sizes puts the parti-
cles firmly in the Rayleigh regime (r . λ/10) for optical
wavelengths. In fact, our posterior on the mean particle
sizes pushes up against 1 nm, the lower end of the prior–
indicating that arbitrarily small particles are allowed by
the data. This means that no constraint on the haze
composition is possible, as the scattering slope is always
dRp
d log λ = −4H regardless of composition. The lack of a
lower limit on the mean particle size also implies that
there is no upper limit on the particle density, as there
is a perfect degeneracy between the two variables in the
Rayleigh regime.
Our findings are consistent with the conclusions of pre-
vious studies (i.e. Gibson et al. 2012; Pont et al. 2013),
which required the inclusion of a Rayleigh scattering haze
in order to reproduce HD 189733b’s infrared transmission
spectrum.
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Fig. 15.— Extinction cross section of the haze particles in our
best fit model (solid red), along with the 1σ range of extinction
cross sections from our retrieval. The dashed solid line falls off as
λ−4, and is plotted for reference.
In Figure 15, we show that the aerosol extinction cross
section falls as λ−4 at very short wavelengths, but shifts
to λ−1 at longer wavelengths. This slow dropoff of extinc-
tion cross section at high wavelengths is due to aerosol
absorption. To understand this, we can write down sim-
ple analytic expressions for scattering and absorption
cross sections as a function of wavelength in the Rayleigh
regime. These are (Mishchenko et al. 2002):
σsca =
27π5r6
3λ4
∣∣∣∣m2 − 1m2 + 2
∣∣∣∣2 (12)
σabs =
8π2r3
λ
Im
(m2 − 1
m2 + 2
)
(13)
Writing the complex refractive index m as n + ik, and
assuming k << n:
σsca =
27π5r6
3λ4
4k2n2 + (n2 − k2 − 1)2
4k2n2 + (n2 − k2 + 2)2
≈ 2
7π5r6
3λ4
(n2 − 1)2
(n2 + 2)2
σabs =
8π2r3
λ
6nk
(n2 − k2 + 2)2 + 4k2n2
≈ 8π
2r3
λ
6nk
(n2 + 2)2
One can see from these equations that aerosol scat-
tering falls off with wavelength much faster than aerosol
absorption, causing extinction to be dominated by scat-
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tering at short wavelengths and absorption at long wave-
lengths. Since the absorption cross section is propor-
tional to the imaginary component of the refractive in-
dex, even a small imaginary component increases long
wavelength extinction by orders of magnitude compared
to a real refractive index.
The importance of k, the imaginary component of the
refractive index, poses a challenge for our model. Many
different cloud species have been proposed for this planet.
Lee et al. (2016) used a GCM simulation to model con-
densate clouds and found that the clouds are dominated
by silicate materials such as MgSiO3 at mid-high lat-
itudes, but TiO2 and SiO2 dominate in equatorial re-
gions. Lavvas & Koskinen (2017) considered photochem-
ical hazes and found that soot-composition aerosols pro-
vided a good match to HD 189733b’s transmission spec-
trum. This study reported k ∼ 0.5 at 500 nm for soot,
while Kitzmann & Heng (2018) reported 3.7×10−5 for
glassy MgSiO3 at the same wavelength, 5.1×10−4 for
TiO2, and 1.7×10−5 for SiO2. In addition to these
species-dependent variations in k, the k for each species
also varies drastically (and uniquely) with wavelength.
For example, k rises from 1×10−4 to nearly 1 over the
wavelength range 2−9 µm for MgSiO3, and SiO2 exhibits
a similar behavior before dropping 2 orders of magnitude
within 2 µm. In light of these uncertainties, we chose
to fit for a wavelength-independent k value rather than
fixing it to the theoretical prediction for a given cloud
species.
We argued earlier that the presence of aerosol has a
negligible effect on HD 189733b’s dayside emission spec-
trum. We check the validity of this assumption using our
best-fit model. We find that when we include the best-fit
aerosol model from the transmission spectrum in our cal-
culation of HD 189733b’s dayside emission spectrum the
resulting eclipse depth values change less than ∼0.1 ppb,
with a corresponding change in χ2 of only 2×10−5. This
is unsurprising, as the photospheric pressure is lower for
transmission spectrum than it is for eclipse spectrum by
a factor of
√
2πR/H ∼ 50 (Fortney 2005; this is appar-
ent when we compare the transmission spectrum contri-
bution function in Figure 12 to the emission spectrum
contribution function in Figure 11). At higher pressures,
the mixing ratio of aerosol is lower because our retrievals
prefer an aerosol scale height that is greater than the
gas scale height. This causes aerosol absorption to be an
important source of opacity at low pressures only. We
note that the dayside is also expected to be hotter than
the terminator, making it less likely that the condensate
clouds detected at the terminator would persist in this
region. Even if the dayside is in reality partly cloudy, the
dayside emission would be dominated by clear regions be-
cause they have deeper and hotter photospheres, which
emit more radiation.
5.6. Validity of equilibrium chemistry
PLATON assumes equilibrium chemistry. Since chemi-
cal reaction timescales decline rapidly with temperature,
the colder a planet, the more disequilibrium chemistry
matters. HD 189733b lies in a regime where disequi-
librium chemistry may be important. Multiple studies
have explored disequilibrium chemistry on this planet
(Line et al. 2010; Venot et al. 2012; Moses et al. 2013;
Agúndez et al. 2014; Blumenthal et al. 2018; Steinrueck
et al. 2019). Venot et al. (2012) considered 1D models
with both UV photochemistry and vertical mixing, and
found negligible differences in the resulting transmission
and emission spectra as compared to equilibrium models.
Their Figure 10 shows that the disequilibrium-induced
brightness temperature discrepancy is at most several
Kelvin (less than 1%), while the transit radius discrep-
ancy is at most ∼30 ppm. Blumenthal et al. (2018) also
model the emission spectrum under equilibrium and non-
equilibrium conditions, finding no detectable difference
even with JWST (their Figure 3). Other studies report
changes in abundance as a result of disequilibrium chem-
istry, but do not compare the resulting spectra to the
equilibrium model predictions. For example, Moses et al.
(2013) find that the water abundance only becomes dis-
crepant for P < 1 microbar, while the HCN abundance
is enhanced by orders of magnitude for P <0.5 bar. The
detection of HCN at high resolution may indicate that
the HCN enhancement is even higher than predicted by
these models (see Subsection 5.9). In contrast to these
1D models, which predict relatively small changes in HD
189733b’s observed transmission and emission spectrum,
Steinrueck et al. (2019) calculated emission spectra for
HD 189733b using general circulation models where they
fixed the ratio of CH4 to CO across the planet to mimic
the effect of transport-induced quenching. They find
that disequilibrium chemistry due to horizontal transport
changes the emission spectrum by up to 20% for a heav-
ily CO-dominated atmosphere (CH4/CO = 0.001): there
is a systematic offset of 10% in addition to wavelength-
dependent discrepancies of order several percent.
To test whether disequilibrium chemistry may be im-
portant for our data, we performed retrievals on the tran-
sit and eclipse spectra with the vertical quench pressure
as a free parameter. We quenched all molecules in our
first trial, but only CH4 and CO in our second trial (in
accordance with Morley et al. 2017), with no change in
the following conclusions. Quenching did not result in a
better fit (∆χ2 ∼ 0) for either our transmission or emis-
sion spectra. In both cases, the posterior distribution of
the quench pressure pushes up against the lower bound of
the prior–0.1 mbar for the transit spectrum and 1 mbar
for the eclipse spectrum. Additionally, the posterior dis-
tributions of the other parameters did not appreciably
change in these retrievals. For example, the metallicity
posterior shifted by 0.1σ for the transit retrieval and 0.5σ
for the eclipse retrieval; the C/O ratio posterior shifted
by 0.06σ for both transit and eclipse retrievals. We con-
clude that the effects of disequilibrium chemistry are be-
low our detection threshold, in good agreement with the
predictions of the 1D models from Venot et al. (2012)
and Blumenthal et al. (2018).
5.7. The effect of starspots
HD 189733 is an active K dwarf with spots that cover
a few percent of its surface. When the planet crosses a
prominent spot it creates a readily identifiable deviation
in the transit light curve shape; this makes it straightfor-
ward to identify and mask such events in high signal-to-
noise HST observations (e.g. Sing et al. 2011; Pont et al.
2013). However, the presence of unocculted spots during
a transit also biases the retrieved transit depth in a way
that can mimic the effect of scattering as discussed in
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McCullough et al. (2014). If the fractional spot cover-
age varies from one transit epoch to another, the relative
effect on the transit depth will vary as well. An ad-
ditional complication is faculae, bright regions ∼100 K
hotter than their surroundings. For a K1.5 star like HD
189733, faculae can cover 17-40% of the surface, partially
cancelling the effect due to spots (Rackham et al. 2019).
The large faculae fraction is a mixed blessing. On one
hand, it becomes hard to correct for the effects of fac-
ulae because we cannot assume faculae are unocculted.
On the other hand, the faculae covering fraction is so
large that the planet is likely to cross at least one facu-
lae and one non-faculae region during every transit, thus
mitigating the spectral bias from unocculted faculae. We
therefore neglect the effects of faculae and only consider
spots.
Pont et al. (2013) attempted to correct for the effects
of time-varying spot coverage by using photometric data
from the Automated Patrol Telescopes (Henry 1999) to
estimate the apparent brightness at the epoch of each
transit observation. Although these data made it possi-
ble to estimate the magnitude of the variations in spot
coverage, they do not provide an estimate of the overall
spot coverage fraction because the star is not necessar-
ily spotless at maximum brightness. The authors resolve
this problem by assuming an average spot coverage frac-
tion of 1%, based on three pieces of evidence: the fre-
quency of spot-crossing events during HST transits (Sing
et al. 2011), stochastic starspot simulations by Aigrain
et al. (2012), and the lack of features in the transmission
spectrum (i.e. Mg H line, stellar sodium line) caused by
abundant starspots. They argue that these lines of evi-
dence make it unlikely that the spot coverage fraction is
much above 2%.
McCullough et al. (2014) use the same data to argue
for a higher starspot fraction of 4%. First, they empha-
size that the starspot fraction derived from spot crossing
events would be an underestimate if most starspots are
in the polar regions, where the planet does not transit.
Second, they use Equation 14 of Aigrain et al. (2012) to
derive a lower bound on the starspot fraction:
δ >≈ Ψmax −Ψmin + σ
Ψmax + σ
Since the measured difference between the maximum flux
(Ψmax) and minimum flux (Ψmin) is around 4% and
the rotational modulation (σ) is of order one percent,
δ >≈ 0.04. However, this derivation really computes a
lower bound on the maximum starspot fraction over a
period of time, whereas the 1-2% figure quoted by Pont
et al. (2013) is the average starspot fraction. McCullough
et al. (2014) go on to argue that if the starspot fraction
were 4.3%, the majority of the increased apparent tran-
sit depth in the UV compared to IR could be explained
by unocculted starspots, and there would be no need to
invoke scattering from aerosol.
To shed light on this issue, we ran another retrieval
with PLATON where the spot coverage fraction is allowed
to vary as a free parameter. We fix the spot temperature
to 4250 K, the temperature derived by Sing et al. (2011)
from observations of spot occultations. Since we used the
transit depths from Pont et al. (2013), which already cor-
rected for the effects of starspots using APT photometry
and an assumed 1% baseline starspot fraction, our fitted
spot coverage fraction is in reality an excess spot fraction
above this 1% baseline. We find an excess spot coverage
fraction of 1.8+0.7−1 %, which in turn implies a total average
starspot fraction of 2.8+0.7−1 %. This figure is intermediate
between the 1-2% argued for by Pont et al. (2013) and
the 4% argued by McCullough et al. (2014). However,
the inclusion of spot coverage fraction as a free param-
eter does little to modify the posteriors for the other
model parameters. The median values of all parameters
are consistent with the values from the fiducial retrieval
(Table 6) to better than 1σ. We therefore conclude that
our derived haze properties, including the mean particle
size, particle number density, and fractional scale height,
are insensitive to our assumptions about the spot cover-
age fraction.
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Fig. 16.— PLATON model of a hazy atmosphere on HD 189733b,
compared to a clear atmosphere with a starspot-induced slope cor-
responding to a spot coverage fraction of 6%. Note the strong
atomic and molecular features in the clear atmosphere, especially
the far wings of the sodium and potassium absorption lines.
If unocculted starspots and haze can both introduce
a slope in HD 189733b’s optical transmission spectrum,
why is there not a degeneracy between the two? To an-
swer this question, we plotted a transmission spectrum
with no aerosol but with a high spot coverage fraction of
6%, as shown in Figure 16. We found that the transmis-
sion spectrum has strong atomic and molecular absorp-
tion features even at short wavelengths (λ < 1 µm), the
most prominent of which are the far wings of the Na dou-
blet at 589 nm and of the K doublet at 770 nm. These
features are not seen in the observational data, which are
nearly featureless at optical wavelengths.
5.8. A consistency check for composition
Although we fit HD 189733b’s transmission and emis-
sion spectra jointly, in reality the models used to fit these
two spectra are largely independent of each other. The
transmission spectrum determines the isothermal limb
temperature and aerosol properties, while the emission
spectrum sets the dayside T/P profile. The planetary ra-
dius is technically constrained by both transmission and
emission spectra, but most of the statistical power comes
from the transmission spectrum. The only two param-
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Fig. 17.— Posterior distributions for the transit-only retrieval
(blue), eclipse-only retrieval (red), and combined retrieval (black).
eters that are comparably constrained by both spectra
are the atmospheric metallicity and C/O ratio, which
determine the chemistry for both the limb and the day
side.
To illustrate the relative contributions of transmission
and emission spectra to HD 189733b’s inferred atmo-
spheric composition, we ran a transit-only and an eclipse-
only retrieval. In the transit-only retrieval, the planetary
radius, metallicity, C/O ratio, isothermal limb tempera-
ture, aerosol properties, and WFC3 offset were free pa-
rameters. In the eclipse-only retrieval, the metallicity,
C/O ratio, dayside T/P profile parameters, and WFC3
offset were free parameters. Figure 17 shows the result-
ing posterior distributions for metallicity and C/O from
these two retrievals, with the distributions from the com-
bined retrieval overplotted. The three retrievals give fully
consistent constraints on both parameters. The emission
spectrum puts a slightly tighter constraint on metallic-
ity, but both spectra place comparable constraints on the
C/O ratio.
5.9. High resolution studies
HD 189733b has been a favorite target for high res-
olution spectroscopy. VLT/CRIRES detected water
on its dayside (Birkby et al. 2013), as well as both
water and CO on its terminator (Brogi et al. 2016).
TNG/GIANO and CARMENES also detected water in
the transit spectrum (Brogi et al. 2018; Alonso-Floriano
et al. 2019). Carbon monoxide has been detected on
its dayside by both Keck/NIRSPEC (Rodler et al. 2013)
and VLT/CRIRES (de Kok et al. 2013). The dayside
detections with CRIRES were confirmed by Cabot et al.
(2019), who additionally report a high confidence (5.0σ)
detection of HCN, with a HCN mixing ratio of 10−6 yield-
ing peak detection significance.
We test the robustness of the water and HCN de-
tections with PLATON. We replicate the methodology
in Cabot et al. (2019) to reduce the CRIRES L band
(3.18–3.27 µm) data. We then generate a high-resolution
PLATON model of HD 189733b assuming the best fit pa-
rameters to the low resolution data, with only the line
opacity of the molecule in question included. The model
eclipse spectrum is cross correlated with the data to look
for a signal with the expected radial velocity drift of the
planet. We detect H2O and HCN at a significance of 4.3σ
and 4.8σ respectively, in line with the results of Cabot
et al. (2019). These results are shown in Figure 18.
While both molecular detections seem robust, they
may not be. Standard high resolution analysis meth-
ods involve optimizing many parameters to maximize the
detection significance. For Cabot et al. (2019), these are
the number of SYSREM (principal component analysis
to remove telluric features) iterations for each of the 4
detectors, the planetary orbital velocity, the systemic ve-
locity offset, the percentage of wavelengths to mask due
to low atmospheric transmission, and the percentage of
wavelengths to mask due to high variability. They report
from injection-recovery tests that this optimization pro-
cedure yields false positives as high as 4.0σ 30% of the
time.
To reduce the bias introduced by the optimization pro-
cedure, we fix the orbital velocity to 152.5 km/s (Brogi
et al. 2016) and restrict the systemic velocity offset to
±1 km/s. We then estimate the bias introduced by the
optimization process by a bootstrap-inspired procedure.
In this case we randomly select, with replacement, 48
spectra from the original list of 48 spectra to form a new
list of 48 spectra in random order. We then apply the
same analysis used for the original set of spectra to the
new set. This random selection and ordering, combined
with the radial acceleration of the planet (amounting to
2 pixels/spectrum), means that the lines in the template
will rarely match up with the planetary absorption lines.
We expect that the detection significance of all molecules
in this scenario should be 0σ, and the magnitude of the
recovered signals therefore allows us to estimate the bias
introduced by the optimization steps.
We run this bootstrap procedure 1000 times, gather-
ing the “detection significance” from each run. We find
that our optimization procedure, despite exploring fewer
free parameters than Cabot et al. (2019), returns an av-
erage bias of 1.1σ for water and 2.9σ for HCN. Returning
to the original analysis, our bias-corrected detection sig-
nificance is then 3.2σ for water, and 1.9σ for HCN. We
conclude that the water detection is statistically signifi-
cant, but the HCN detection is not.
In order to reduce the magnitude of this bias, we mod-
ified our analysis to minimize the size of the parameter
space we optimize over. Instead of optimizing the two
masking parameters, we fix them to reasonable values:
we mask wavelengths where the atmospheric transmis-
sion is under 30%, and where the standard deviation of
the wavelength across all spectra is in the top 10% of all
standard deviations for that detector. Instead of opti-
mizing over the four-dimensional space consisting of the
number of SYSREM iterations for each detector, we op-
timize the number of iterations for each detector in turn
before summing their weighted CCFs. In addition, we
include data from all detectors, instead of excluding the
second detector due to the strong telluric absorption at
those wavelengths.
These changes turn a 6 dimensional optimization prob-
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lem into four 1-dimensional optimization problems, each
of which can have one of 10 discrete values, drastically
decreasing the potential for bias. We also apply a fourth
order Butter high-pass filter to both the template and
the data with a cutoff frequency of 0.01 pixel−1, further
reducing the potential for low-frequency systematics to
create false signals. These simplifications have the ad-
ditional benefit of making our optimization code much
faster. In this new analysis, we find that water is detected
at 3.8σ with an optimization bias of 0.7σ from bootstrap-
ping, resulting in a corrected significance of 3.1σ. HCN is
detected at 2.8σ with an optimization bias of 1.3σ, with
a corrected significance of 1.5σ. These results are in good
agreement with our previous conclusions: the water de-
tection is secure, but the HCN detection is statistically
insignificant.
Why does our HCN measurement consistently exhibit
higher levels of bias than water? Although a detailed
investigation of this question is outside the scope of this
paper, we offer some speculations based on the differing
statistical properties of the water and HCN line lists.
Water has a large number of weak lines irregularly spaced
across the band, while HCN has a smaller number of
very strong lines with a regular periodic spacing. Thus,
for HCN, the cross correlation function is dominated by
strong lines spanning a smaller number of pixels, making
overfitting more likely. The cross correlation function
for water depends on contributions from many pixels,
making it more difficult to overfit.
The periodic nature of the HCN lines means that the
same problem occurs in Fourier space as in wavelength
space. Cross correlation is mathematically equivalent to
taking the Fourier transform of the template, multiply-
ing it by the conjugate of the Fourier transform of the
data, and inverse Fourier transforming the product. For
templates with more periodic features, the Fourier trans-
form of the template is dominated by a few high peaks.
These peaks may by chance coincide with unsubtracted
periodic systematics, resulting in a spurious signal. The
Fourier transform for the water template is more evenly
distributed, and is therefore less prone to this problem.
There are also physical reasons to doubt the HCN de-
tection. The detections of H2O and CO are fully consis-
tent with our best fit model to the low resolution data,
which predicts that these molecules should be the most
abundant active gases in the atmosphere at pressures
lower than 1 bar. These same models predict that the
spectral signature of HCN should be significantly weaker
than the signals from the more abundant H2O and CH4.
CH4 has a slightly higher absorption cross section be-
tween 3.18 − 3.27 µm, the wavelength range CRIRES
covers. While H2O has a lower cross section over these
wavelengths, it is many orders of magnitude more abun-
dant. Therefore, we would not expect HCN to be observ-
able unless its abundance exceeds that of methane and is
at least ∼10% that of water; this would be many orders
of magnitudes higher than predictions from equilibrium
chemistry models for this planet.
One way around this difficulty is to invoke disequilib-
rium chemistry, as HCN abundances are enhanced both
by transport-induced quenching and by photochemistry.
Moses et al. (2011) simulated HD 189733b and found
that its HCN abundance is enhanced by disequilibrium
processes. Encouragingly, they found HCN abundances
close to 10−5, similar to the 10−6 inferred observation-
ally by Cabot et al. (2019). However, they find that CH4
abundances are enhanced by the same processes, leaving
the CH4 abundance greater than or similar to the HCN
abundance at typical photospheric pressures of 100 mbar.
They also find that the water abundance is not changed
except at very high altitudes.
The dominance of CH4 in the models raises the ques-
tion of whether the high-resolution CRIRES data shows
any evidence of CH4. We searched for methane using
the same CRIRES data by utilizing the methane line list
by Rey et al. (2017), which is complete at these high
temperatures and has accurate line positions suitable for
high resolution studies. We find only a 1.2σ signal, which
is not significant. This result is shown in Figure 18.
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Fig. 18.— Detection significance of H2O, HCN, and CH4 in the
high resolution emission spectrum of HD 189733b. H2O and HCN
are clearly detected, while CH4 is not. The model used to cross
correlate with data was generated by PLATON using the parameters
of the best fit model from the low resolution retrieval. Despite
the seeming robustness of the HCN detection, bootstrap analysis
reveals that its actual significance is 1.5–1.9σ.
6. CONCLUSION
A new and improved PLATON is available for down-
load.8. It now comes with an eclipse depth calculator, up-
dated opacities, joint transit-eclipse retrieval capability,
and correlated-k capability. In addition, we provide high
resolution opacity data, making line-by-line calculations
possible for the first time. We demonstrate PLATON’s new
capabilities by using it to simultaneously analyze the best
available HST and Spitzer transit and eclipse depths for
the archetypal hot Jupiter HD 189733b. To our knowl-
edge, this is the first published retrieval on this com-
prehensive data set, as well as the first published joint
retrieval that includes both transmission and emission
spectroscopy.
Our resulting inferences for the properties of HD
189733b’s atmosphere are qualitatively similar to–but
more constraining than–those of previous authors. We
find that the data favors a haze with a mean particle ra-
dius less than 14 nm. Our fiducial T/P profile indicates
8 Latest version: https://github.com/ideasrule/platon; ver-
sion corresponding to this paper: http://doi.org/10.5281/
zenodo.3818035
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that the planet is consistent with a zero-albedo object
with perfect heat redistribution. We find that the at-
mosphere is of moderately super-solar (7 − 21× solar)
metallicity and constrain the C/O ratio to lie between
0.47 − 0.69, consistent with the solar value, but possi-
bly lower than the stellar value. This planet has one of
the tightest metallicity constraints ever measured, with
only WASP-127b and WASP-39b being comparable (see
Figure 22 of Spake et al. 2019). In our best-fit model,
CO and H2O are the most abundant absorbing species
at photospheric pressures, consistent with the detection
of H2O in HST/WFC3 spectroscopy, and the detection
of both molecules in high resolution spectroscopy.
We explore the effects of stellar activity using a re-
trieval in which the starspot coverage fraction is allowed
to vary as a free parameter, and find a best-fit starspot
coverage fraction of 1.8+0.7−1 %. Even when this coverage
is allowed to vary, our fit still requires the presence of
a haze with much the same properties as the fiducial
retrieval in order to create a featureless optical transit
spectrum.
HD 189733b has exceptional observational data un-
matched by any other exoplanet in quality, quantity, or
wavelength range. Much of this data was collected by
Spitzer or by now-defunct instruments on HST, and can
never be replicated. Our retrieval demonstrates what
kinds of properties can be inferred, and to what preci-
sion, for the most observationally favorable hot Jupiters
in the pre-JWST era. We have come close to testing
the prediction by Espinoza et al. (2017) that enhanced
atmospheric metallicity is inevitably associated with sub-
stellar C/O ratio–in fact, the main obstacle was the un-
certain stellar C/O ratio. In addition, although the data
for HD 189733b are already far more accurate than our
models–the 3.6, 4.5, and 8.0 eclipse depths have errors of
1-2%, whereas we have demonstrated that small changes
in PLATON’s (and TauREx’s) algorithm change the eclipse
depth by several percent–we cannot fully take advantage
of this accuracy in a retrieval. This is because a retrieval
has enough free parameters to fit the 3.6, 4.5, and 8.0
eclipse depths to arbitrary accuracy, and the lack of any
molecular features in emission contributes to wide poste-
riors on atmospheric parameters despite the exceptional
data. JWST will be able to accurately measure multi-
ple emission bands from multiple molecules across a large
wavelength range, spurring spur the development of more
sophisticated and more accurate models than the current
state of the art.
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8. APPENDIX
The following HD 189733b parameters were fixed dur-
ing the retrieval:
TABLE 7
Fixed planetary parameters in HD 189733b retrieval
Parameter Value
Ts 5052 K
Rs 0.751 R
Mp 1.129 MJ
a 0.03142 AU
Note. — All parameters are taken from Stassun et al. 2017
except the last, which is from Southworth 2010
The following tables list the transit and eclipse depths
we used in the retrieval, along with the papers they were
taken from.
TABLE 8
Adopted transit depths. Sources: (1) Pont et al. 2013; (2)
McCullough et al. 2014
λmin(µm) λmax(µm) Depth (ppm) Error (ppm) Source
0.32 0.37 24999 101 1
0.37 0.42 24809 50 1
0.42 0.47 24706 44 1
0.47 0.52 24633 41 1
0.52 0.56 24542 41 1
0.56 0.58 24473 44 1
0.58 0.592 24455 84 1
0.592 0.604 24433 69 1
0.604 0.615 24389 112 1
0.615 0.626 24336 84 1
0.626 0.638 24367 37 1
0.65 0.7 24289 34 1
0.7 0.75 24249 34 1
0.75 0.8 24292 37 1
0.8 0.85 24186 37 1
0.85 0.9 24190 40 1
0.9 0.95 24168 40 1
0.95 1.0 24186 50 1
1.0 1.17 24062 68 1
1.1184 1.1374 23962 73 2
1.1372 1.1562 24047 67 2
1.156 1.175 24078 105 2
1.1748 1.1938 24035 87 2
1.1936 1.2126 23961 80 2
1.2123 1.2313 23955 70 2
1.2311 1.2501 23884 56 2
1.2499 1.2689 24000 62 2
1.2687 1.2877 23863 61 2
1.2875 1.3065 23987 69 2
1.3062 1.3252 23961 60 2
1.325 1.344 23982 66 2
1.3438 1.3628 24134 55 2
1.3626 1.3816 24149 61 2
1.3814 1.4004 24091 63 2
1.4001 1.4191 24215 77 2
1.4189 1.4379 24199 64 2
1.4377 1.4567 24108 71 2
1.4565 1.4755 24018 67 2
1.4752 1.4942 24188 75 2
1.494 1.513 23941 62 2
1.5128 1.5318 24097 61 2
1.5316 1.5506 24002 62 2
1.5504 1.5694 24010 72 2
1.5691 1.5881 24100 87 2
1.5879 1.6069 23963 75 2
1.6067 1.6257 23916 98 2
1.6255 1.6445 24062 84 2
3.2 3.9 24047 84 1
4.0 5.0 24155 109 1
5.0 6.4 23951 207 1
6.4 9.3 24056 105 1
23.5 24.5 23898 291 1
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TABLE 9
Adopted eclipse depths. Sources: (1) Crouzet et al. 2014; (2) Kilpatrick et al. 2020; (3) Charbonneau et al. 2008; (4) Agol
et al. 2010
λmin(µm) λmax(µm) Depth (ppm) Error (ppm) Source
1.1184 1.1374 0 47 1
1.1372 1.1562 78 50 1
1.156 1.175 124 45 1
1.1748 1.1938 93 44 1
1.1936 1.2126 89 43 1
1.2123 1.2313 51 50 1
1.2311 1.2501 64 42 1
1.2499 1.2689 99 42 1
1.2687 1.2877 80 42 1
1.2874 1.3064 149 41 1
1.3062 1.3252 127 41 1
1.325 1.344 108 41 1
1.3438 1.3628 75 41 1
1.3626 1.3816 69 41 1
1.3813 1.4003 56 42 1
1.4001 1.4191 104 42 1
1.4189 1.4379 94 42 1
1.4377 1.4567 67 42 1
1.4565 1.4755 32 43 1
1.4753 1.4943 105 43 1
1.494 1.513 228 43 1
1.5128 1.5318 211 43 1
1.5316 1.5506 143 44 1
1.5504 1.5694 99 45 1
1.5691 1.5881 135 45 1
1.5879 1.6069 80 46 1
1.6067 1.6257 32 46 1
1.6255 1.6445 110 74 1
3.2 4.0 1481 34 2
4.0 5.0 1827 22 2
5.1 6.3 3100 340 3
6.6 9.0 3440 36 4
13.5 18.5 5190 220 3
20.8 26.1 5980 380 3
TABLE 10
ExoMol line lists used in PLATON v5
Molecule List name Nlines Tmax(K) Reference
C2H4 MaYTY 49,673,223,799* 700 Mant et al. (2018)
CO Li2015 125,496* 9000 Li et al. (2015)
H2CO AYTY 12,648,694,479* 1500* Al-Refaie et al. (2015)
H2S AYT2 115,623,180* 2000* Azzam et al. (2016)
H2O POKAZATEL 5,550,587,708* ∞b* Polyansky et al. (2018)
HCl Yueqi 2588 ? Li et al. (2013)
HCN Harris 34,418,408* ? Barber et al. (2013)
MgH MoLLIST 14,179* ? Bernath (2020)
NH3 CoYuTe 1,135,240,003* 1500* Coles et al. (2019)
NO NOname 2,280,366* ? Wong et al. (2017)
OH MoLLIST 54,276 ? Bernath (2020)
PH3 SAlTY 16,931,647,841* 1500* Sousa-Silva et al. (2014)
SH SNaSH 81,348* 5000 Yurchenko et al. (2018)
SiH SiGHTLY 1,724,841* 5000 Yurchenko et al. (2017)
SiO EBJT 254,675* 9000 Barton et al. (2013)
SO2 ExoAmes 1,402,257,689* 2000 Underwood et al. (2016)
TiO ToTo 295,086,011a 5000 McKemmish et al. (2019)
VO VOMYT 277,131,624 5000 McKemmish et al. (2016)
Note. — (a)All 5 isotopologues combined. Each isotopologue has 58-60 million lines.
Note. — (b)This line list is complete
Note. — ∗These numbers disagree with those in the ExoMol database’s def files
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